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Abstract

Seeing the forest and the trees: Tackling distributed systems problems by

querying observations of executions

by

Kamala Ramasubramanian

Distributed systems are ubiquitous but continue to be challenging to understand,

build, and troubleshoot. Fundamentally, reasoning about distributed system be-

haviors is hard due to the effects of partial failures and nondeterminism in system

executions. For example, we expect systems to remain available even if some num-

ber of replicas fail. These problems are exacerbated by the dynamic nature and

scale of production systems today. Tooling support has lagged behind the pace at

which systems are being deployed, urgently requiring more research in this space.

Our overarching claim is that many common distributed systems problems

such as improving fault tolerance or debugging failures can be addressed by query-

ing observations of executions. Since our system view consists of observations of

system executions, rather than the system itself, we require that executions must

exercise varied paths to enable us to derive useful insights about the system. A

second requirement is that since events in distributed executions may be separated

by space and time, observations must capture both events and how they relate to

each other within individual executions.

Our key insight is that we need to aggregate information from many executions

while preserving the causal relationships within individual executions to answer

the posed questions. We use provenance graphs (a growing area of research) and

distributed traces, which have seen increased adoption in industry, as observations

of system executions since they capture the causality of event interactions within

executions and normalize them to aggregate information across many executions.
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Prior work uses observability infrastructure to aggregate information from

many executions or compares pairs of executions while preserving causal rela-

tionships within executions, but not both. Methodologies to address problems

such as fault detection, localization and anomaly detection [1–5] based on ag-

gregating logs and metrics have been explored. Other work compares pairs of

executions [6–8] for interactive debugging, performance diagnostics, workload and

capacity modeling. The former approach either disregards the causality of event

interactions within executions or attempts to infer them [9–12], producing sub-par

results, while the latter is lacking since it only considers a single pair of executions

but many varied execution paths are exercised.

In our work, we have developed and evaluated techniques for understanding

and improving fault tolerance behavior, troubleshooting systems, and identifying

instances of common design patterns that have applications in building domain

knowledge, feature development and debugging performance issues. We explore

how the problems that can be solved are constrained differently or change entirely

depending on factors such as the granularity and format of system observations,

timeline of expected response, how interactive (or not) techniques are expected to

be, and the level of detail in the result produced.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Happy families are all alike; every unhappy family is unhappy in its own way

Anna Karenina by Leo Tolstoy

Querying observations of system executions is an effective way to tackle dis-

tributed systems problems. In this work, we develop techniques that ask questions

of observations of system executions - captured as-is without modifying the system

in any way - and use their answers to reason about the underlying system. We

then use insights from such reasoning to understand, improve, and troubleshoot

distributed systems.

Asking and answering questions is a time-honoured way of gathering informa-

tion. Today, different categories of end users pose questions and use the answers to

make decisions about implementing, operating or debugging the system in ques-

tion. We present a few example questions posed in various contexts. Designers

may ask verification related questions such as “What do all successful executions

have in common?” to characterize the behavior of successful executions. Knowl-

edge of system behavior can be used to inform good test design as well as to test

that optimizations to the system uphold desired correctness properties [13].
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“What faults do I have no evidence my system will tolerate?” is a question

verification experts may ask when trying to understand the fault tolerance prop-

erties of the system. For a predefined class of faults, one way to understand fault

tolerance properties of a system is via fault-injection testing - checking that the

system behaves correctly while systematically injecting faults. Some examples of

fault injection frameworks include Chaos Monkey [14], for randomized fault injec-

tion, and Lineage Driven Fault Injection [15], which uses observability of system

executions to drive experiment selection. Ordering fault scenarios would reduce

the number of experiments to be run, making fault tolerance testing more efficient.

A developer debugging an outage might want to know - “How do successful

and unsuccessful executions differ?” to identify events and causal relationships

that provide actionable insights. Many engineers use incomplete and outdated

mental models and tools based on observations that provide a siloed view of the

system to answer the above question. Answering the above question automati-

cally requires effective data representation and appropriate comparison operators.

Some previous approaches [7, 16] that compare observations of executions to an-

swer this question have had limited success since their data representation lost

essential information with respect to interactions amongst system events.

To identify instances of design patterns in a running system, a developer may

ask: “What can successful executions teach us about how they succeed?” While

design templates for common behaviors such as fallbacks and caching are industry

standard and common knowledge, asking the above question allows us to discover

instantiations of these templates. Discovering possible instantiations has a wide

range of applications in building domain knowledge, feature development, and

debugging both behavioral and performance issues. Other examples of questions

that may be posed are “Is this execution anomalous?” for anomaly detection
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or “Where are slow executions spending a disproportionate amount of time?” to

address performance regressions.

Our key insight is that, to answer the posed questions automatically, we need

to develop techniques that reason about events and how they relate to each other

within individual executions as well as in aggregate across executions. Since events

in distributed system executions can be separated in space and time, causal rela-

tionships between events in individual executions can be used to deduce system

behavior. However, an observation from a single execution represents only one

of many possible executions. To incorporate information about different execu-

tion paths as well as to paper over incomplete data, techniques need to reason

in aggregate across executions. Aggregation requires that we normalize system

observations i.e. that we only consider fields that are consistent across executions.

We typically project down to consider only service names or file:line numbers.

Since traces and data provenance capture events within individual executions

and how they relate to each other, we choose to capture observations of system

executions as traces or provenance graphs. Traces provide a request-level view

of the system. For a given user request, a trace captures its events and how

they relate to each other. The most common representation for a trace is as a

directed acyclic graph (DAG), whose nodes represent events and edges represent

the interactions between different events. Provenance [37–42] is well established in

database and systems literature for providing explanations of outcomes and can be

used to obtain causality at the granularity of system records. Other observability

signals include metrics, logs, and events.

Prior work that aggregates information uses logs or metrics to determine trends

in system behavior or uses machine learning for fault detection, localization, and

debugging [1, 2, 4, 5]. Such techniques either attempt to infer causality of in-
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teractions or disregard them completely. Work that takes into account causal

interactions within executions typically only compares pairs of executions [6–8],

which may produce irrelevant or incorrect results.

Putting the details together, we automate solving distributed systems prob-

lems by developing techniques that reason both within individual executions and

in aggregate across traces or provenance graphs obtained by witnessing many ex-

ecutions. In this thesis, we focus on understanding fault tolerance behavior, trou-

bleshooting, and identifying behaviors of distributed systems. Next, we outline

the chapters and for each, we discuss the high-level problem and our contributions.

1.1 Outline

Chapter 2 discusses the assumptions we make about the systems under study

as well as the class of bugs we focus on finding and fixing. We also briefly discuss

the implications of our assumptions on understanding fault tolerance and trou-

bleshooting. In the next four chapters, we present work on understanding fault

tolerance and troubleshooting systems. For each of these problems, we present

two systems. One system produces record level data provenance while the other

is integrated with distributed traces. We contrast the high-level problems that

can be solved and the techniques uniquely suited to each case.

In Chapters 3 and 4, we focus on understanding and improving the fault toler-

ance of systems via fault injection testing. Our approach attempts to intelligently

choose fault scenarios that could drive the system into an undesirable state by

reasoning about observed executions.

• (Chapter 3) Modeling the data replication protocol at Elasticsearch [13]: We

modeled checkpointed versions of the data replication protocol in a specifi-

cation language (Dedalus) that produces record-level data provenance.
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Contributions: Via this experience, we demonstrate the necessity of check-

ing the fault tolerance space of a system for each change and how we can

efficiently do so with our approach.

• (Chapter 4) Fault tolerance testing at eBay: For two payment workflows at

eBay, we explored the fault tolerance behavior of the system by employing

end to end tests that produce distributed traces for injected fault scenarios.

Contributions: To explore fault scenarios optimally when the number of

possible scenarios is large, we developed a formulation that returns the most

likely fault scenario given domain specific probabilities.

In Chapters 5 and 6, we focus on fixing bugs that arise from machine crashes

and message drops.

• (Chapter 5) Nemo [47], our prototype debugger: Nemo uses record level

data provenance to provide assistance by pointing to a line or region of code

or generates repairs to achieve correct behavior.

Contributions: To generate repairs in addition to providing assistance

with debugging, we extend differential reasoning using provenance graphs

of executions to co-analyze the provenance of correctness specifications. We

also provide a new taxonomy of real-world distributed systems bugs that

our techniques apply to.

• (Chapter 6) ACT now: Aggregate Comparison of Traces for Incident Local-

ization [48]: Our incident localization framework takes as input distributed

traces and produces actionable insights for engineers to take action.

Contributions: To overcome the challenges of using traces from production

systems, we have developed techniques that compare sets of traces rather

than pairs of traces which enables automated and effective incident local-
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ization. We have also integrated ACT with Jaeger, an open source tracer,

to enable online comparison of sets of traces.

In Chapter 7, we discuss nascent work identifying instances of common design

patterns by querying observations of system executions. This work has a wide

range of applications and has produced promising preliminary results. Chapter 8

concludes and outlines future directions for work.
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Chapter 2

Background

To answer the how and why questions of distributed systems executions, we

exploit observations of system executions. Specifically, we use observations in the

form of data provenance and distributed traces. In this chapter, we first discuss

assumptions we make about the systems under study. We also discuss the class

of bugs we focus on finding and fixing and the additional requirements systems

need to meet for our techniques to be applicable to address a given problem.

2.1 Assumptions

We predicate our work on three main assumptions. First, we assume pro-

cesses communicate via message passing and therefore, system observations cap-

ture some, but not necessarily all, causal relationships for a given execution.

Distributed traces and data provenance are represented as graphs where nodes

correspond to events and edges between two nodes indicate a causal relationship

between them. Causality captured in graphs represents happens-before relation-

ships in system executions.

Our second assumption concerns correctness of system executions. Traces can-
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not be used to establish correctness since they may not have enough information

to do so. For example, correctness properties involving system state cannot be

checked using traces since they do not capture distributed state. Rather, execu-

tions are tagged as successful or unsuccessful based on external success criteria

that serve as a proxy for correct system behavior. We make stronger assumptions

when using data provenance. In addition to being able to determine if a given

execution is successful or not, we assume that the program and the correctness

guarantees are written in the same specification language.

Finally, we assume that non-determinism in system executions arises from non-

deterministic effects in the environment and not from programs. Some examples

of such environmental effects include randomization of instance selection, partial

failures and network delays. We use this assumption when we expect executions

that exercise the same functionality, given the same inputs and schedule, to take

similar paths through the system. As a result, our techniques are not suited to

reason about systems that incorporate randomized algorithms.

2.2 Requirements

We focus on finding and fixing bugs characterized by omission faults. In the

omission fault model, processes may crash and messages may be dropped. To be

characterized by an omission fault implies that a particular fault combination,

once found to trigger a bug, always triggers the bug and is not dependent on

environmental factors such as timing or network delays. We do not reason about

concurrency bugs that are triggered by non deterministic scheduling orders.

As discussed previously, there are many possible execution paths and system

executions exercising the same functionality often vary due to non-determinism in

the environment. Therefore, it is necessary to aggregate information by witnessing
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observations from a large number of executions to reason about overall system

behavior. Next, we outline requirements specific to each of the problems for

which we have developed techniques to address.

2.2.1 Understanding Fault tolerance behavior

Since the space of inputs is large, to focus computational resources on fault

selection, we require that inputs to programs being checked be pre-selected. Sec-

ondly, to explore faults that include process crashes and message drops, we require

record-level provenance to be captured. Record-level data provenance captures the

processes and messages in a system execution while distributed traces only cap-

ture the processes explicitly while the messages are implicitly captured based on

the calls between processes.

2.2.2 Troubleshooting distributed systems

In our work, troubleshooting distributed systems takes two forms - debugging

and incident localization. Our techniques for debugging use provenance graphs

as inputs to provide assistance and in some cases generate repairs. To make this

possible, we not only require correctness specifications to be written down in the

same specification language as the program, but further require that they are writ-

ten down as implications of the form “if <condition holds>, then <corresponding

expected behavior>”.

2.2.3 Identifying distributed systems behaviors

We analyze observations of successful executions to identify possible instan-

tiations of well-understood design patterns. In some cases, we need to compare

observations from two or more executions. We require that the analyzed observa-
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tions reflect the effects of only one change to the system. In our setting, a single

change translates to failure of an RPC call or service instance crash. This require-

ment is necessary since different changes can interact with each other leading to

false positives that we cannot disambiguate. Although false positives are still pos-

sible, more deterministic executions with higher quality system observations will

produce fewer false positives.

In this chapter, we have made explicit our assumptions when using data prove-

nance and distributed traces as system observations. We have also outlined the

class of bugs we solve for as well as additional requirements systems need to meet

for each of the problems we consider. These constrain the problem space and we

will refer back to them in future chapters.
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Chapter 3

Understanding Fault Tolerance

Under Protocol Evolution

For a system to be fault tolerant, it should behave correctly for every combi-

nation of some predefined class of faults. Correctness can be defined using criteria

such as if the system upholds safety guarantees, is functional and available, pro-

duces anticipated results for different classes of inputs, or if system functionality

degrades gracefully in the face of failures. We consider omission faults in our work

- where processes may crash and messages may be dropped.

One approach to gaining confidence that a system works correctly under faults

is via fault injection testing. Fault injection testing methodologies answer the

how of fault injection. Approaches such as ChaosMonkey [49] and Gremlin [50]

actuate random failures and check if the system behaves as expected. Other ap-

proaches [51,52] simulate fault scenarios in requests and avoid the cost of actuating

failures in the system. The fault space of a system is exponential in the number

of system components even if we restrict ourselves to crash faults only. Therefore,

an exhaustive search of the fault space is intractable.

Lineage Driven Fault Injection [15], which reasons about the fault tolerance
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behaviors of systems via fault injection testing by asking the question: “What do

successful executions have in common?”, represents the closest related work. We

have built upon this work in two ways: a) We have demonstrated that the method-

ologies developed can be applied iteratively to different versions of the protocol as

it evolves and by so doing, we have shown the necessity of fault tolerance testing

after every change to the program. and b) We have developed a formulation for

determining the most likely fault scenario that we should explore next based on

probabilities of failure associated with components.

We evaluate the fault tolerance behavior of two systems - one that produces

provenance for its runs while the other is integrated with distributed tracing:

• We have modeled Elasticsearch’s data replication protocol (similar to primary-

backup) in Dedalus (an extension of Datalog) that produces data provenance

for its runs. We discuss how we evolved the protocol in detail in this chapter.

• In our work at eBay, we considered end to end tests corresponding to two

payment workflows and attempted to drive the system into an undesirable

state by intelligently choosing fault combinations. This is the focus of the

next chapter.

We combine insights from observing system executions when injecting faults to

reason about the fault tolerance behavior via two questions : 1.) What do obser-

vations of successful executions tell us about the fault tolerance of the system?

and 2.) What fault scenario should we explore next? While we need to answer

both questions when reasoning about observations and determining the next fault

scenario to explore, we will focus on the first question in this chapter and on the

latter in the next. Section 3.1 motivates the problem while Section 3.2 provides

an overview of our methodology and describes the main results and takeaways.
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3.1 Background and Motivation

Common distributed systems wisdom warns us never to reinvent. If we have

a problem requiring consensus, we use Paxos [53] (or Raft [54]); if we need strong

consistency data replication for availability, we use Primary/Backup [55] or Chain

Replication [56]. To disseminate updates, we use reliable broadcast [57]. Best

practices dictate that we invariably choose a well-understood (and, ideally, for-

mally verified) protocol as the basis of our implementation.

Because the protocols used to solve these problems are mature, it might appear

that protocol design is mostly a thing of the past: modern systems designers can

merely take mechanisms “off the shelf” and enjoy the guarantees of hardened

subsystems while constructing otherwise novel applications.

Any practitioner, however, will quickly identify this as a fallacy. Even ini-

tial protocol implementations tend to differ significantly from their specification.

Furthermore, over the lifetime of a system, protocol details undergo a series of

optimizations in response to particular use cases. Since such optimizations can

range from the fussy (e.g., tweaking timeout parameters) to the fundamental (e.g.,

bypassing protocol steps based on assumptions about the common case), it can

be challenging to know which implementation changes are tantamount to changes

in the specification (which would in principle then need to be reverified). Such a

circumstance places implementers in the bad position of deriving false confidence

from assertions that their implementation is “essentially Primary/Backup”.

Software engineering best practices provide us with a variety of tools for ensur-

ing program correctness over the course of a development lifecycle. For example,

regression testing techniques ensure future optimizations do not re-introduce bugs

previously encountered in earlier stages of system development. When dormant

bugs manifest in later system versions, root cause analysis techniques allow us to
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replay “bad inputs” over the commit history until we identify the version in which

the bug was introduced.

Unfortunately, both these techniques associate aberrant behaviors (i.e. bugs)

with the inputs that trigger them. A regression test ensures a bug triggered by

a given input is never re-introduced by making the replay of the input part of

the regression suite. Root cause analysis identifies the first version in which a bug

appears by replaying the particular input that triggered it at all previous commits.

Fault tolerance properties of distributed systems, by contrast, assert the sys-

tem computes a correct outcome even in the face of a predefined class of faults,

such as machine crashes and network partitions. Consequently, the classic soft-

ware quality techniques described above are useless. Subtle changes to protocols

can fundamentally affect fault tolerance characteristics; seemingly innocuous mod-

ifications may trigger incorrect behaviors.

Notably, an input known to trigger a bug in a particular version of the proto-

col is not guaranteed to trigger the same bug in a different version. As a result,

regression testing, as we currently employ it, is fundamentally too weak to pre-

vent fault tolerance regression bugs. Root cause analysis is similarly inadequate,

because a set of faults triggering bugs in later versions may fail to do so in an

earlier version.

As a simple example, in a three node system with one primary and two fol-

lowers, the system should behave identically when either of the followers crash.

That is, we expect identical behavior for the two fault scenarios F1 crash and F2

crash, where F1 and F2 represent Follower1 and Follower2 respectively. Needing

to consider a class of inputs means that we need to perform a principled search of

the space of execution schedules on every commit, but an exhaustive search of the

space of possible combinations of faults is intractable. To guide our exploration of
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the fault space, we use LDFI [15] - an analysis and fault selection framework that

builds a model of the system based on good system executions and only explores

fault scenarios that can potentially force the system to a bad state.

3.2 Methodology and Results

Record-level data provenance may reveal multiple ways for the protocol to

achieve correct behavior in a single run. Only a fault scenario that falsifies all

of these will either reveal additional information - a new way for the protocol to

succeed - or force the system to a bad state.

The core Elasticsearch data replication protocol is a variation of primary

backup. All client requests are routed to the primary and a request is acknowl-

edged only after the primary receives acknowledgements from all replicas. While

building the system, we defined incomplete versions of the protocol starting with

the core functionality, the last version being as close to the real system as possi-

ble. Each version, as a result of being incomplete, had historical bugs. Discovering

these issues that were not caught by conventional software engineering techniques

gave us confidence that our approach is effective.

Since the Elasticsearch API guarantees focus around a single document, we

modeled a single document with concurrent accesses, rather than multiple inde-

pendent documents. For simplicity, we focused on an cluster with one primary

and two replicas. To further simplify the evaluation process, the specification also

allows the existence of a master oracle omniscient with respect to the state of all

other processes in the system. The master oracle abstracts away the running of

some correct consensus protocol internally on a group of servers.
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Legend

Process M
Process C

Process nN

Master Oracle
Client

Active Replicas

Figure 3.1: Concurrent-writes bug. Process M represents the master oracle;
Process C represents the client; and all Process nN processes represent active
replicas.

3.2.1 Catching Bugs Early

There are many instances in the software development cycle for a bug to be

introduced, the first of which is when a protocol specification is converted to

an implementation. During our case study, we found a bug which manifested

precisely from such a translation scenario.

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, after sending two concurrent writes to two dif-

ferent nodes in the system, LDFI tested a scenario in which one of the writes

is replicated successfully while the second write is replicated on only one of the

replicas. Then, before the second write replicates on the other node, the primary

fails over. Subsequently, the node on which the latest write request has not been

replicated becomes the new primary. The two replicas are now (and will forever

remain) inconsistent.

Discovering the bug requires primary failure after launching successful writes

to only a subset of backup replicas. Furthermore, a replica from the unlucky sub-
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set must become the new primary. The main difficulty in catching this bug using

techniques such as test-driven development or regression testing is the manual

derivation of relevant test cases. LDFI offers a better alternative by generating

such scenarios automatically. The technique analyses the flow of data through-

out the system for a simulated correct execution and iteratively examines the

protocol’s responses to different message drop/process crash combinations.

3.2.2 Dormant bugs

Figure 3.2: Concurrent-writes bug occurs in the single-write scenario as well

When we discover a bug, we would like to go back in history to determine the

version at which the bug was introduced. This is because a bug can lie dormant for

a long time before it is discovered. As an example, after discovering the bug with

concurrent writes, we were able to reproduce the bug in the case in which there

was only a single write. Figure 3.2 represents this exact scenario. As can be seen,

the two bugs are similar, but do not manifest from the same fault scenarios. This

reinforces the claim from our motivating example that techniques such as root

cause analysis as they are generally deployed would not be effective in reasoning

about the fault tolerance properties of distributed systems.

In this particular case, in a system supporting concurrent writes, we would

have witnessed the same interactions as the single write scenario with appropriate
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Figure 3.3: Optimizing for sequence numbers

input data. This brings into sharp focus the fact that the input data we start

with matters in finding interesting bugs.

3.2.3 Optimizations

Once a protocol implementation exists, practitioners naturally optimize for

performance or carry out functionality extensions. However, some optimizations

may change the specification and without further verification, we cannot (or at

least shouldn’t) offer statements regarding correctness.

Sequence Number Optimization A seemingly minor optimization can result

in a serious fault tolerance bug. In Elasticsearch, the primary locally chooses

monotonically increasing sequence numbers to enforce ordering on concurrent re-

quests. Sequence numbers were introduced to prevent newer data from being

overwritten. To avoid extra processing, the following rule was applied: If the
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sequence number associated with a write request has been seen before, drop the

payload but acknowledge the request.

Now consider a scenario in which the primary fails over after sending write

requests from a client to a subset of the backup replicas. Suppose further that a

replica ignorant of the write takes over as the primary and receives a new write

request. Since sequence numbers are locally determined by the primary, it may

pick the same sequence number as the incomplete write. It will then send the

write to all the active replicas. However, some replicas may drop the write in

adherence to the above optimization. Figure 3.3 demonstrates one instance of

such an execution. Fortunately, LDFI quickly and automatically discovers such a

scenario by using the initial successful execution to test fault scenarios that may

cause failures.

The above represents just one scenario in which verification can catch bugs

in optimizations. Optimization carries the risk of introducing entirely new bugs

capable of breaking the end-to-end properties of the system, which is best handled

by verification-based tools.

Checkpoint Optimization When a new node is promoted as primary, a re-sync

is necessary to ensure that all the active replicas in the system are consistent with

the new primary. In the initial model, all writes were replayed to the replicas.

However, this is extremely expensive and inefficient as only operations that weren’t

acknowledged to the client need to be replayed. Therefore, we model a checkpoint

optimization using local and global checkpoints to ensure the entire history of

acknowledged messages is not resent to replicas upon the election of a new primary.

Each replica maintains a local checkpoint while a global checkpoint is the minimum

of all local checkpoints. A newly elected primary only sends update messages to

replicas possessing a sequence number greater than the global checkpoint. This
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variation of the protocol introduces a fair amount of complexity, but produces no

counterexamples when run against LDFI.

To summarize, simplicity of an optimization is not a consideration in determin-

ing if the correctness guarantees of a system have been violated. In this section,

we demonstrated how a seemingly simple optimization breaks system guarantees

while another more intricate one doesn’t.

In this chapter, we have described our experience seeking a middle ground be-

tween formal verification and software testing techniques while developing a novel

distributed protocol intended for a real-world, production environment. Given our

success, we are optimistic that tools like LDFI are a step in the right direction.

However, to be clear, we do not believe in a one-size-fits-all solution. Our experi-

ence confirms our intuitions that the future of fault tolerant software development

is unlikely to come in the form of a single verification methodology. Rather, we

see a future in which tool support for distributed software implementation, evo-

lution, and debugging is improved in a variety of directions. In the next chapter,

we discuss our experiences exploring the fault tolerance behavior of production

systems and how we navigate this space, which may be much larger, efficiently.
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Chapter 4

Understanding Fault Tolerance in

Production Systems

For many large systems, functional and end-end tests that validate system

functionality are checks of system correctness. Distributed traces are the state

of the art for production systems today rather than the more fine grained record

level provenance. Given end-to-end tests associated with an external success mea-

sure, we want to ensure that for every combination of faults (in this case, crash

faults), the behavior of the system is correct. Due to the scale of systems under

consideration, the number of fault scenarios that can lead to a potentially bad

state can be many. Therefore, we developed a formulation to order fault scenarios

by their likelihood of occurrence based on domain specific probabilities as a way

to navigate the (potentially) large space of fault scenarios.

In section 4.1, we describe the intuition of our approach, present the under-

lying mathematical formulations and prove the equivalence between different for-

mulations to find the most likely fault scenario efficiently by taking advantage of

advances in Integer Linear Programming (ILP) solvers. In Section 4.2, we dis-

cuss the results of using our methodology for two payment workflows at eBay
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and compare them with that of a randomized fault injection framework, such as

ChaosMonkey [49].

4.1 Methodology

G

RepA RepB

Bcast1 Bcast2 Bcast3

Figure 4.1: If the goal is that the data from at least one of the broadcasts is
stored on either ReplicaA or ReplicaB, there are six ways this goal can be achieved.

Consider Figure 4.1 as an example. To falsify the goal that data from at least

one of the broadcasts is stored on either ReplicaA or ReplicaB, one element in

each set needs to have failed.

{RepA OR Bcast1} AND {RepB, Bcast1} AND

{RepA OR Bcast2} AND {RepB OR Bcast2} AND

{RepA OR Bcast3} AND {RepB OR Bcast3}

The highlighted solutions in Figure 4.2 represent fault scenarios, either of which

could potentially force the system into a bad state. Our formulation answers the

question of which fault scenario we should explore next.

By observing that every fault scenario has to contain an element from each set,

we can formulate the problem as the minimal hitting set problem. To order fault
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RepA RepB

Bcast1 Bcast2 Bcast3

OR

G

RepA RepB

Bcast1 Bcast2 Bcast3

Figure 4.2: Representation of the different ways a broadcast can fail to occur

scenarios by increasing cardinality from the smallest to the largest, the minimal

hitting set problem can be formulated as follows:

Given a finite set S and a collection P ≡ {P1, . . . Pn} where each Pi ⊂ S ∀i ∈

1 . . . n, the minimum hitting set of P is a set H ⊆ S such that for all i ∈ 1, . . . n,

Pi ∩ H ̸= ∅ (4.1)

∄H ′, H ′ ⊂ H ∧ Pi ∩ H ′ ̸= ∅ (4.2)

That is, H is the smallest set of elements from S that “hits” every Pi ∈ P by

intersecting with it on at least one element.The minimal hitting set formulation

produces exactly the same results as before but orders the solutions by increasing

cardinality. It is equivalent to set cover and known to be NP-Hard [58].

To take advantage of state-of-the-art optimizations for integer linear program-

ming solvers, we re-formulate the problem as an optimization problem. To do so,

we define following additional notation. For all j ∈ 1 . . . |S|, let Xj correspond to

the jth element of S according to some arbitrary ordering. Xj is interpreted as

an integer that is either 0 or 1 - intuitively, it is 1 if is is “selected” as being part

of H. Let Mij be 1 if the variable j appears in Pi, and 0 otherwise. The minimal

hitting set problem is now written as the following ILP problem:
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minimize
|S|∑
j=1

Xj

subject to
n∑

i=1
MijXj ≥ 1

(4.3)

Solutions to our formulation return fault scenarios by increasing cardinality.

The scenario with the smallest number of elements may not be the most likely to

occur, however. We incorporate domain specific failure probabilities to find the

most likely fault scenario. If the probability of failure is equal for all events, the

solutions returned would be identical to those returned in the minimal hitting set

formulation. To order the fault scenarios by likelihood of occurrence, we re-write

our objective function as follows:

maximize
|S|∏
j=1

Pr(j)Xj

subject to
n∑

i=1
MijXj ≥ 1

(4.4)

where Pr(j) is the probability of failure of the event corresponding to the jth

element of S. We rewrite it so the optimization is linear and prove that the two

forms are equivalent.

maximize
|S|∑
j=1

xjlog(Pr(j))

subject to
n∑

i=1
MijXj ≥ 1

(4.5)

4.1.1 Proof of equivalence

Both formulations (4.4 and 4.5) share the same constraints, only the objective

functions are different. We denote the objective function of 4.4 as f1 and that of

4.5 as f2. Each Xj is either 0 or 1 and Pr(j) denotes the probability of failure
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(ranging between 0 and 1) of the event corresponding to the jth element. We show

that the formulations in 4.4 and 4.5 return the same solutions in the same order.

Let s1 be a solution that maximizes f1. We show that s1 is the first solution

for f2 as well. Suppose not. Suppose there is another solution s2 that maximizes

f2. Then, 2f2(s2) > 2f2(s1), which in turn implies that f1(s2) > f1(s1). This is a

contradiction since we know that s1 is a solution that maximizes f1.

The converse can be shown similarly. Let s2 be a solution that maximizes f2.

We show that s2 is also maximizes f1. Suppose not. Suppose there is another

solution s1 such that f1(s1) > f1(s2). Then log(f1(s1)) > log(f1(s2)) which implies

that f2(s1) > f2(s2). We have arrived at a contradiction since s2 is a solution that

maximizes f2.

In our work, we set the probability of failure of a service to be proportional

to the rank of the service in the trace and iteratively generated fault scenarios.

Using distance of a service from the root of the DAG as a proxy for its impact

mimics how engineers think, making it a realistic measure. That is to say, a fault

scenario involving a service close to the root of the trace is more likely to drive

the system into an unexpected state than one that is far away from the root.

Secondly, exploring fault scenarios that involve services close to the root of traces

first enables us to prune large sections of the fault space if they are tolerated,

reducing the number of experiments that need to be run.

4.2 Evaluation

We carefully select tests to exercise end to end functionality when checking

out items at eBay. We test two workflows - users adding items to a shopping

cart(CreateCart) and completing the purchase(MakePurchase). Each of these

represents a complete user action and produces a trace for every action. Traces
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Figure 4.3: Result from running fault tolerance experiments when the user is
attempting to check out an item from an e-commerce site

touch many services and we employ our formulation with traces as input to de-

termine likely fault scenarios to explore.

To find the next fault scenario to explore, we take as input traces from all

previous successful runs of a given test. Using our formulation, we associate

probabilities with different services and find the most likely fault scenario. We

then inject the suggested fault and re-run the test. Either, the test run is successful
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and we collect another trace from a successful test run or we have discovered a

bug. We run tests repeatedly until we have exhausted fault scenarios and there

are no bugs or we discover a bug.

To present our results succinctly, we unified the nodes and edges seen in indi-

vidual traces into a single graph. These are represented in Figure 4.3. The green

nodes represent services that are to be excluded from fault tolerance testing, the

pink nodes are services in which a fault was injected and found to be tolerated,

the gray nodes are services in which we do not need to inject faults based on the

observed graphs and the red nodes are services in which we discovered bugs.

In the CreateCart workflow, we discovered 6 bugs (Figure 4.3a), all of which

we found in a few hours. These range from a known product issue for which a bug

had already been raised, unexpected behavior and incorrect status code reporting.

In the MakePurchase workflow, we found no bugs (Figure 4.3b) and by ordering

the fault scenarios, we performed only 7 experiments in total. Not finding bugs is

an important result as it tells us when we can stop fault tolerance testing.

As a baseline, we wrote a fault injector that simulates injecting faults uniformly

at random. The probability associated with every fault scenario is the same, unlike

with our approach. As the number of services in the system increases, the space

of possible scenarios expands exponentially, making it unlikely that we will hit

upon a likely fault scenario by random exploration. To find the same bugs that

we did, the random fault injector would take an order of magnitude more number

of experiments. The confidence interval for the number of experiments needed is

[157, 264], with a confidence level of 0.95 - calculated via the t-test.

Our results demonstrate that a prioritized approach to fault tolerance testing

that biases towards reducing the space of fault scenarios is useful when testing

workflows using end-end tests. Ordering fault scenarios helps reduce the fault
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space to be explored by explicitly using causality of interactions to determine the

optimal fault scenario to be explored based on the witnessed traces. Ordering

is achieved by re-posing the problem as an optimization problem and iteratively

solving it. Our results from running experiments are promising since we were able

to complete both the experiments within a few hours for both workflows.

We have described both the formulation we developed to determine the most likely

fault scenario as well as how we use system observations to reason about the fault

tolerance of systems. Our principled approach to exploring the fault space has

found bugs in two different systems and more importantly, has concluded that

there are no more experiments to try in one payment workflow. The latter is an

important result which fosters confidence in systems since exhaustive testing is in-

tractable. In the next two chapters, we discuss how we can effectively troubleshoot

distributed systems.
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Chapter 5

Troubleshooting: Debugging

In this chapter and the next, we focus on troubleshooting distributed systems

for bugs that are triggered by faults such as crashes and message loss. Specifically,

we consider debugging - the act of finding and fixing a bug - and incident local-

ization - identifying the location, for eg. a component, where engineers can take

action to restore the system. For both problems, the end goal is for the system

to behave correctly.

Correct system behavior can be defined in a variety of ways. Examples in-

clude system upholding safety properties, being functional and available, produc-

ing anticipated results for different classes of inputs or the functionality degrading

gracefully in the face of failures. Oftentimes, the success or failure of executions

is determined by an external criteria such as a HTTP request returning 200, a

credit card being successfully charged, page pieces being correctly loaded, etc.

Engineers employ such an external success criterion to automatically mark exe-

cutions as successful or unsuccessful.

To troubleshoot systems, asking how can lead us to answering the why. We

take as inputs observations of successful and unsuccessful executions and reason

about failures by asking: How do successful and unsuccessful executions differ?
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By asking the above question, we developed two systems that aid troubleshooting:

• A prototype debugger, Nemo [59], that uses record level data provenance to

provide assistance by pointing to a line or region of code or generate repairs

to achieve correct behavior. We will discuss Nemo in depth in this chapter.

• ACT, our incident localization framework, that takes as input distributed

traces and produces actionable insights for engineers to take action. ACT

is the focus of Chapter 6.

Debugging involves finding and fixing a line or region of code as a result of

which failures arise. For failures involving an incorrect transition, a faulty con-

figuration line, or an off-by-one loop bound, identifying a line or region of code

to modify helps fix it. Failures that are a result of insufficient synchronization

or redundancy typically require the program to add rules to specify the protocol

more completely. We refer to these as commission and omission failures respec-

tively. Our taxonomy for 52 bugs from large-scale distributed systems [60] shows

the prevalence of commission and omission failures.

Recent work has shown the use of data provenance in debugging distributed

systems [44, 46, 61], fault localization [62] and network diagnostics [45, 61, 63, 64].

We build upon prior work and have developed techniques that provide assistance

and can even generate repairs when the correctness specifications are written in

the same provenance-enhanced language as the program. We generate repairs by

by co-analyzing the provenance of the system state with the provenance of the

specification predicates. Because the specification describes the non-distributed

behavior of the program, it guides the generation of code changes that correct the

distributed program towards compliance with its sequential specification.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 5.1, we present a

motivating example that serves as a running example throughout the chapter.
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In Section 5.2, we discuss our assumptions and principal strategies. In Section

5.3, we provide a new taxonomy for 52 real-world distributed bugs from large-

scale distributed systems [60], determining for each whether our framework can

suggest program corrections or provide debugging assistance. Then, we discuss

our results using Nemo to repair errors of omission and identify root causes of

errors of commission in six protocol implementations, of which we discuss four in

case studies.

5.1 Background and Motivation

To motivate our approach, we start with a simple, “buggy” protocol implemen-

tation. Figure 5.1 shows a programmer’s first attempt at implementing prima-

ry/backup replication [65] in the declarative programming language Dedalus [66].

Dedalus is a subset of Datalog [67] with negation that also allows for reasoning

about programs’ behavior over time. Starting with the inputs, data flows through

defined relations in increasing logical time steps until no further updates are pos-

sible. @next and @async represent when data propagates between relations if the

necessary conditions are met - @next implies propagation at the next time step,

while @async implies propagation at some future time step. Once all updates

are made, the correctness specifications are evaluated to determine if the system

behaves as expected for the given inputs.

In our example, a single “primary” node accepts requests to write data items,

disseminates them to passive “backup” nodes, and ultimately responds to clients.

The correctness specification for primary/backup is shown in lines 33–39 of Fig-

ure 5.1. If a payload was marked as acknowledged in table acked at the client

(antecedent predicate pre, lines 33–34), then it must appear in the log of all

non-crashed nodes in the system (consequent predicate post, lines 35–39). In any
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1 // Initially, client Cli sends request Pload to
2 // primary node Prim via the network (@async).
3 request(Prim, Pload, Cli)@async :-
4 begin(Cli, Pload),
5 conn_up(Cli, Prim);
6

7 // Asynchronous version of primary/backup:
8 // On receipt of a request, the primary immedi-
9 // ately sends an acknowledgment to the client.

10 // Clients persist acknowledgments.
11 ack(Cli, Prim, Pload)@async :-
12 request(Prim, Pload, Cli);
13 acked(Cli, Prim, Pload) :-
14 ack(Cli, Prim, Pload);
15

16 // The primary replicates received requests
17 // in background to all replicas Rep.
18 replicate(Rep, Pload, Prim, Cli)@async :-
19 request(Prim, Pload, Cli),
20 replica(Prim, Rep);
21 // Primary and all replicas write received
22 // requests durably to local storage.
23 log(Prim, Pload) :-
24 request(Prim, Pload, Cli);
25 log(Rep, Pload) :-
26 replicate(Rep, Pload, _, _);
27

28 // Correctness specification:
29 // As soon as a client received an acknowl-
30 // edgment for its request (pre),
31 // the request’s payload is durably stored
32 // on all alive nodes (post).
33 pre(Pload) :-
34 acked(Cli, Prim, Pload);
35 post(Pload) :-
36 log(Node, Pload),
37 primary(Prim, Prim),
38 notin crash(Node, Node, _),
39 Node != Prim;

Figure 5.1: Asynchronous primary/backup (“Async P/B”) replication protocol
in Dedalus. Persistent relations in bold.
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run where this is not the case the correctness expectation is violated (details in

Section 5.2.2). The rest of the protocol works as: the primary accepts requests

from clients (request, lines 3–5) and replicates them to all replicas (replicate,

lines 18–20), which store them durably in their local state (log, lines 23–26).

Unfortunately, the programmer has tried to optimize this protocol for per-

formance. Lines 11–14 show that an acknowledgment for a request is sent from

primary to client immediately when it was received. Primary crash or loss of repli-

cation messages could prevent the request from becoming durable despite having

been acknowledged at the client!

Suppose the programmer found the bug during a test and was able to reproduce

it. The laborious process of finding its root or proximal causes has only just begun.

Conventional debugging approaches like grep’ing through logs from all nodes or

attaching legacy debuggers to each are no help at all, as this protocol-level bug

arises not on individual nodes per se, but in their interactions across space and

time. Distributed provenance [15, 46, 68] stitching together node-local views into

explanations of how data transited a distributed system seems a more appropriate

tool for this kind of debugging. Abstracting from details specific to the collection

process, in Figure 5.2 we show a provenance graph explaining how a tuple marking

establishment of predicate post was computed in a successful run of the protocol

from Figure 5.1. Unfortunately, even the trivial motivating protocol presented

here produces in total a set of provenance graphs with 280 vertices and 205 edges,

making it impractical to debug by staring at them.

Differential provenance by Chen et al. [61] refines provenance to specifically aid

in root cause analysis. By automatically visualizing the difference between a suc-

cessful and a failed provenance graph, it allows users to quickly identify key events

that differentiate between an observed failed and a known successful run. Unfor-
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tunately, while differential provenance has been shown to help highlight critical

errors in configuration, input data, and even program logic (i.e., the presence of a

mistake), the bug in our replication protocol has no such smoking gun. Rather, it

is the absence of necessary synchronization that makes the protocol fail to uphold

its contract - there is no bad line or tainted data to point to.

Readers familiar with replication protocols know how to work around the prob-

lem: the primary has to postpone client acknowledgment until after confirmation

from backups. Implementing this fix, however, requires more than finding and fix-

ing an incorrect program statement - something is missing and needs to be added.

We appear to be at an impasse. We cannot debug the program by comparing suc-

cessful and failed runs, because the successful runs provide no hint about how

to fix the fundamental problem. Instead, the programmers need to rethink the

program’s logic. Or do they? In this work, we provide evidence that we are able

to generate corrections for these kind of problems in a great many cases.

5.2 Methodology

We begin this section by reviewing the assumptions we make for our strategies

to be effective and introduce necessary terminology. We then describe the query

language and capabilities of our provenance debugging framework.

5.2.1 Assumptions and Terminology

We expect the distributed system under inspection to operate in the omission

fault model, in which messages may - independently - be delayed arbitrarily long,

be lost, and processes may fail by crashing. We assume the system to consist of

at least two processes that communicate via messages and have access to storage
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Figure 5.2: Simplified representation of the consequent provenance graph for a
successful run of the Async P/B protocol from Figure 5.1 in reverse chronological
order top to bottom. The message-passing events (postfixed @async in Figure 5.1)
are colored turquoise. Consequent predicate post (lines 35–39 in Figure 5.1) is
colored blue. Red-dashed vertices capture network connectivity to the respective
other node. The two red gears hint at the computations that might not have
taken place in a failed run, thus preventing the protocol from establishing the
post predicate.

that is durable across restarts. As input to our strategies, we expect a collection of

provenance graphs from a series of runs of the program. Figure 5.2 represents one

such provenance graph for the consequent of a successful run of the protocol from

Figure 5.1 reduced in detail to show the structure of expected graphs. In case we

identify a reproducible violation of the correctness specification (a bug), it is going

to be the last run which we thus call failed. All others are successful runs produced

under different schedules, message orderings, or faults. A program with at least

one failed run is buggy, otherwise it is correct. We assume to be operating in

concert with an experiment selector that generates these graphs (e.g., integration
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Figure 5.3: We assume our lineage-driven distributed debugger to be tightly
integrated with an experiment selector providing the provenance graphs that form
the basis of our analyses. A human operator applies the compiled suggestions.

tests). In practice, we imagine this to be a tight loop, such as the layout visualized

in Figure 5.3: the selector identifies a bug, the bug is fed into our strategies where

corrections are generated, and an operator attempts to apply the suggestions.

Repaired programs are resubmitted to the selector until all bugs are resolved.

5.2.2 Correctness Specifications

Any verification solution expects that a system under test be accompanied by a

description of what it means to be correct. We require correctness specifications in

the form of implications, A → C, where antecedent A and consequent C are first-

order logic formulae over the set of relations comprising the system’s distributed

state. Invariants such as “account balance is positive” can be captured in C with

A set to true. C must thus hold in all runs, as we would expect of an invariant.

Many distributed correctness properties, however, are not bare invariants. Due

to the possible faults in distributed systems, there exist runs in which properties

that require communication are never achieved. A reliable broadcast protocol

disseminating a message to a group of nodes will never succeed if all nodes or
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the network stop functioning. Thus, distributed correctness properties are most

commonly expressed as implications where A holds when the run is not vacuously

correct and C then enforces expected distributed behavior.

Put differently, A is true when a possible good state is achieved and C describes

the state that, given A, must occur. For example, the specification for reliable

broadcast reads: “If a correct process delivers a message (A), then all correct

processes deliver it (C)”. Agreement safety in commit protocols could say: “If

a participant commits (aborts) a transaction (A), then all participants commit

(abort) (C)”. Durable replicated data stores require: “If a write is acknowledged

at the client (A), then it is durably stored on all alive replicas (C)”.

For our strategies, the program under test and its correctness specification are

expressed in the same logic programming language. As part of program state,

records of A (pre in Figure 5.1) and C (post in Figure 5.1) are enriched with

provenance describing how they occurred. Every record in A comes with an

explanation why the run that produced it was not vacuously correct, while every

record in C provides an explanation why the run upheld the property of interest.

5.2.3 Provenance Debugging Framework

The debugging strategies presented here manipulate the set of provenance

graphs P from the runs of the distributed program under inspection. Elements

of P are directed acyclic graphs describing the provenance for A or C of run

i = 1, . . . , n. Members of P are called Provi
A or Provi

C, depending on their role

in the specification. For one successful and one failed run this amounts to P =

{Prov1
A, Prov1

C, Prov2
A, Prov2

C}. In short, P := ⋃n
i=1{Provi

A, Provi
C}.

Independently, the provenance graphs are of little immediate use for dis-

tributed debugging, as we saw in Section 5.1. But as we will see, a variety of
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simple queries over these graphs helps reveal both root causes of observed bugs

as well as - surprisingly - potential bug fixes. To enable such queries we require a

collection of graph operations, each of which produces a new graph when applied

to elements of P . For intuition, we pun on the set operations intersection (∩),

union (∪), and difference (−). All graph operations work as we expect them to.

A ∩ B produces the graph that only contains vertices and edges that A and B

share. A ∪ B yields the graph with all vertices and edges from A or B or both.

A − B gives us what is left of A when all vertices and edges of B are removed.

Intersection and union seamlessly work for more than two graphs at once.

We need to be able to select specific vertices from the provenance graphs in

P and applications of the graph operations among its members. Thus, we briefly

introduce a number of integral vertex selection functions informally. Function

propx=y(A) returns the subgraph of A for which property x equals y on all ver-

tices. Function normalize(A) yields the reduced and simplified standard form of

provenance graph A, i.e., a more abstract representation of A where run specifics

are hidden, e.g., by collapsing chains of the same event type into one, etc. Function

leaves(A) produces all vertices of A without any outgoing edge. Analogously,

roots(A) returns all vertices without any incoming edge. Considering a subset V

of the vertices of graph A, reachableA(V ) yields all vertices in A reachable from

each element in V .

5.2.4 Principal Strategies

We now show how to use our framework to express common debugging strate-

gies that expose causes of distributed bugs and assist developers in writing fixes.
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(a) Differential Consequent Provenance.

(b) Skeleton Differential Consequent Provenance.

(c) Corrections Generation.

Figure 5.4: Exemplary visualization of our three principal strategies for
provenance-based debugging. Per strategy, equal vertex numbers identify the
same logical event. Red boxes denote the result of operation leaves on a sub-
graph, blue boxes show the outcome of operation reachable. Orange-colored
indices mark that the respective property evaluates to true for that vertex.

Differential Consequent Provenance

Differential provenance [61] aids in root cause analysis by revealing a frontier -

a line distinguishing the point at which the failed run departed from the successful

path - highlighting events that failed to occur. Expressing differential provenance

in our framework is straightforward. By construction, the first run is successful,

i.e., for run 1 it holds that A → C. Let run f be the failed run, i.e., A holds but

C does not at test end. We can now reason about the set of program rules DiffC

that did not execute in the attempt of establishing C in the failed run, by issuing
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the following query in our framework:

DiffC := leaves(Prov1
C − Provf

C)

We visualize the resulting set of vertices DiffC over abstract provenance graphs

in Figure 5.4a. Changing the program to ensure that the statements in DiffC

always execute is sufficient to repair the bug, but how should the programmer do

so? If the problem is an error of commission, the appropriate fix will often involve

making a change to the program that is near the frontier identified in DiffC - for

example, by repairing an off-by-one error. Differential provenance can help debug

some errors of omission as well. For example, if the bug involved an unhandled

exception, the code that threw the exception is likely to be close to the unexecuted

statements in DiffC, and hence the appropriate repair will be close as well.

Unfortunately, repairs for errors of omission are not always straightforward,

and this approach can be a dead end. Consider again the protocol presented

in Section 5.1. DiffC identifies the rules that failed to fire when messages were

dropped between the primary and backups. Focusing narrowly on this slice of

the program, the obvious fix would appear to be retrying these messages in order

to overcome loss. But for any pattern of retransmission, there is a correspond-

ing pattern of loss, and an intelligent bug finder will find it! The fundamental

flaw of the program is the primary acknowledges the client too soon. Differential

provenance alone leads us away from this bug.

Skeleton Differential Consequent Provenance

When more than one successful run is available, we can take the idea of exten-

sions based on differential provenance one step further. Instead of relying on only

one successful run to determine what comprises success, we use all of them and
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create a skeleton - essentially, the prototype of a successful run. Let f ≥ 3 denote

the failed run again. We thus have at least two successful runs available for our

query. Let s = f − 1, such that 1, . . . , s refer to the respective successful runs.

Incorporating the idea of a “protocol core extraction”, reduces to the task of inter-

secting the consequent provenance graphs of all successful runs prior to obtaining

their difference set SkelDiffC with the failed run’s consequent provenance:

SkelDiffC := leaves((
s⋂

i=1
normalize(Provi

C)) − Provf
C)

For intuition, we show a simplified computation of the vertex set SkelDiffC

in Figure 5.4b. Oftentimes, protocol runs vary slightly in flow, e.g., in specific

number of message retries due to coping with message loss. By focusing on rules

present in all successful runs, we aim to remove important but secondary protocol

behavior. This helps us direct attention on increasing redundancy of indispensable

yet missing program rules in the failed run. Trying to look beyond specific features

of the individual successful runs, we suggest to introduce redundancy updates that

enable the rules SkelDiffC to fire under more fault settings.

Corrections Generation

The two debugging strategies above provide us with high resolution pointers

into program logic, guiding the programmer’s attention to regions of the program

where it is likely that the bug lies. But as we discussed in Section 5.2.4, for

some classes of omission bugs there simply is no code region that requires repair;

rather, as in the case of asynchronous primary/backup, the protocol has been

insufficiently developed and additional program logic needs to be added.

We have one other tool at our disposal, however: the correctness specifications

themselves. If we reconsider the structure of our correctness specification A → C,
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we know that when we observed a failed run, A held but C did not. Thus, there

must exist a window in the protocol flow during which an injection of the right

combination of omission faults will leave the protocol no chance to ever establish

C before the test ends. While increasing the number of ways for C to eventually

be established makes the protocol more robust, it only delays the time at which

the bug finder injects the right omission faults that forfeit C once more.

Going back to our protocol from Figure 5.1 that is supposed to provide durable

replication, we see that no matter how often we instruct the primary to send

replicate messages again, dropping all of them or crashing all replicas will still

be successful in preventing C from being established. No matter how many re-

dundancy measures we add, an intelligent bug finder always comes back with at

least one run that violates the specification. We need to switch tactics and make

our protocol correct first, before the increased robustness becomes visible. Most

of the resources for automatically generating, applying, and testing these protocol

corrections are already available. Specifically, what needs to change are the condi-

tions under which we consider A established. We need to make sure all conditions

for establishing C become conditions for establishing A as well. We identify these

rules triggering C and generate updated dependencies for A that precisely include

those that cause C to be true. Put differently, only report a good protocol state

being achieved (A), when we know the consequent state (C) has already been as

well. We obtain the updated dependencies set DepsA by querying:

DepsA := reachableProv1
A

(leaves(propA=true(Prov1
A)))

∪ leaves(propC=true(Prov1
C))

Omitting details of an actual protocol execution, the updated dependencies set

DepsA for A based on exemplary provenance graphs Prov1
A and Prov1

C is shown in
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Figure 5.4c. Distributed specifications such as durability naturally take a global

view on system state dispersed across the members when verifying A and C. In

case verifying C in a buggy protocol indeed ranges over more than one node, it does

not suffice to simply add the missing triggers for C as dependencies to A, due to

their separate logical locations. Instead, communication schemes are required that

allow all nodes establishing A to reason about remote state on all nodes establish-

ing C. In these situations, DepsA will differ such that leaves(propC=true(Prov1
C))

is replaced with knowledge about the remote states through messages.

Invoking this strategy, the programmer will be presented with a set of rule

suggestions to add and a set of dependencies to adjust, that, if applied appropri-

ately, close the window between establishment of A and C permanently fixing the

bug. While final adjustments have to be made by the programmer, we will see in

Section 5.3 that these appear easy enough for developers inexperienced with the

protocol to devise and insert into the protocol code.

5.3 Evaluation

We validate our debugging strategies using real-world bugs from the TaxDC

collection by Leesatapornwongsa et al. [60]. The collection describes, labels, and

categorizes distributed concurrency bugs, i.e., bugs caused by the non-determinism

of distributed events inherent to distributed systems. Based on bug tracker re-

ports from large-scale distributed systems such as Cassandra, Hadoop MapRe-

duce, HBase, and ZooKeeper, Leesatapornwongsa et al. extract triggering condi-

tions, a succinct description of steps leading to the bug, and official fix if available.

We reviewed 52 of the available 104 TaxDC bugs, chosen arbitrarily after a rudi-

mentary screening, which we classified according to root cause, noting for each

class whether it is correctable or debuggable with our framework. We present the
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resulting taxonomy in Section 5.3.1 and Table 5.1. We implemented the principal

strategies from Section 5.2.4 in our prototype debugger Nemo [59] and successfully

analyzed and fixed a subset of the bugs from our taxonomy. We present four case

studies to demonstrate effectiveness and limitations of Nemo in Section 5.3.2.

Table 5.1: Taxonomy of 52 distributed concurrency bugs from the TaxDC col-
lection and the asynchronous primary/backup protocol from Figure 5.1. Legend:
✔ = yes, ✘ = no, ❍ = it depends.

Bug Class & Description
Correc-

tions

Assis-

tance
Bugs Canonical Fix

message-message

Two messages

race each other.

✔ ✔ 9

Sending node

checks specification: Add

communication about

progress of local event

before sending message.

T
im

in
g

message-local

A message races a

local event.

✔ ✔ 14

Local node checks

specification: Add message

queue between sender and

node. Wait for message

delivery or computation

completion before

progressing.

local-local

Two local events race

each other.

✔ ✔ 1

Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page

Bug Class & Description
Correc-

tions

Assis-

tance
Bugs Canonical Fix

premature success

Consequent races with

end of test.

✔ ✔

Async

P/B

Add communication about

consequent state in system

to nodes enforcing

specification. Expand

success conditions by

positive response.

state transition

State transition in

response to an

event is wrong.

✘ ✔ 11

Fix: Add missing transition

for unexpected event.

Assistance: Differential

provenance points to missing

completion event of

vulnerable state.

Lo
gi

c

config

Misconfiguration.
✘ ✔ 1

Fix: Configure system

correctly.

Assistance: Differential

provenance points to goal that

differs in specific config value.

fallback behavior

Actions in response to

perceived errors

are wrong.

✘ ✘ 5

Fix: Rewrite or add wrong

fallback logic.

Assistance: None.

Continued on next page
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Table 5.1 – continued from previous page

Bug Class & Description
Correc-

tions

Assis-

tance
Bugs Canonical Fix

bug

Concept or

implementation error.

✘ ❍ 11
Fix: Depends on bug.

Assistance: Depends on bug.

5.3.1 Bug Taxonomy

In Table 5.1, we categorize distributed concurrency bugs into bugs due to

timing issues and bugs due to node-local logic mistakes. These root causes cor-

respond almost precisely with our informal rubric of omission (timing) and com-

mission (logic) errors. Prominent representatives for the first category are race

conditions. We distinguish message-message, message-local, and local-local races,

where message is a data item in network transit and local a node-local compu-

tation. As the TaxDC bugs do not come with a correctness specification of the

form A → C, most races come down to event order on one node. Thus, category

premature success for bugs where A is established too permissively and C fails

to be established until test end due omission faults, currently only holds for our

protocol from Figure 5.1. On the other end of the spectrum, root causes of logic

bugs ultimately amount to node-local logic errors. Bugs of this type continue to

occur even when all omission faults have been incapacitated. We classify further

into bugs in which a protocol stops working correctly due to a wrong or missing

state transition in response to an event, has been run with a wrong configura-

tion, does not have any or the wrong fallback behavior to errors, or features an

implementation bug.
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Of 52 bugs, 24 are potentially repairable by our corrections generation strat-

egy (Table 5.1, column “Corrections”). These are precisely the bugs in the timing

category, demonstrating the ability of our framework to help fix these errors of

omission. The remaining 28 bugs root in logic mistakes and thus cannot be cor-

rected through generated protocol-level changes. However, debugging 12 of them

will reduce to highly-targeted rule comparisons by assistance of our queries rooted

in differential provenance (Table 5.1, column “Assistance”). Further 11 bugs are

general mistakes and the effectiveness of our methods highly depends on the bug at

hand. Finally, only for bugs with wrong fallback behavior, our strategies provide

no advantage in assistance over conventional debugging methods.

5.3.2 Case Studies

We implemented three timing and three logic bugs from Table 5.1 in Dedalus [66]

and submitted them to Molly [69], the reference implementation of lineage-driven

fault injection [15]. For each, Molly found omission faults violating their correct-

ness specification. We confirmed the effectiveness of our corrections strategy by

successfully fixing the timing bugs—we present how so below. Additionally, we

show how Nemo brings us in close proximity of the root cause when analyzing one

of the logic bugs it cannot automatically repair.

CA-2083 (Message-Message Race). We start with Cassandra bug 2083,

representative of the class message-message races in which protocols behave cor-

rectly when messages are received in expected order, but violate their specification

in the event of a network reordering. In CA-2083, a schema message creating a

new keyspace and a data message carrying data for the new schema race to one

of the nodes. If the data message unexpectedly arrives first, it will get dropped

because of the unknown keyspace. The canonical and official fix is to buffer the
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data message if it is received first and enforce processing of schema message prior

to delivering the data message. Nemo identifies this race and synthesizes a modifi-

cation of one line of protocol code that results in enforcement of the correct order.

A subsequent Molly-Nemo loop confirms our success. Additionally, Nemo suggests

improving the fault tolerance of some critical network events prone to omissions.

When included, we obtain a correct protocol resistant to severe message loss.

ZK-1270 (Message-Local Race). ZooKeeper bug 1270 is a race not be-

tween messages but a message and a local computation that runs for longer than

expected. After an election, a new leader sends a confirmation message to a fol-

lower and awaits a response, which it can only accept after moving to AWAIT

state. If this computation is delayed (e.g., due to a garbage collection pause), the

leader could receive a response before transitioning, and ignore the reply. When it

eventually moves to AWAIT, it blocks, because it will never receive another mes-

sage. The official fix delays response delivery until the transition completed. Nemo

resolves the race by synthesizing a single line of code enforcing the ordering con-

straint: success(L) :- sent_flag(L), ack(F). Here, adding sent_flag(L) to

the dependencies for leader L to ultimately declare a run a success prevents a run

from prematurely becoming successful in case an acknowledgment is processed

before the leader moved to AWAIT. After repair is confirmed, Nemo suggests

improvements in the form of end-to-end retries of confirmation messages.

MR-2995 (State Transition). In Hadoop MapReduce bug 2995, we face a

local-logic state transition bug. A manager is prone to crash when it receives an

expiration instruction for a resource it is still initializing. No protocol-level change

that Nemo can generate will fix this root cause. Nemo falls back to differential

provenance in this case, identifying the first program statement that fired in the

successful execution but failed to fire in the faulty one: the “completion” message
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indicating that initialization succeeded. The programmer will need to rewrite this

line of code, to either ignore the expiration message or delay its processing.

Async P/B (Premature Success). We close the circle by returning to our

protocol from Figure 5.1. Due to premature optimizations, a client considers its

payload durable as soon as it has received acknowledgment from the primary,

but before verification of payload presence in all node logs. We reason about

global system state when verifying the specification, which distinguishes Async

P/B from above race conditions. The fix is to ensure the client knows its payload

to be durable before declaring success. Nemo suggests to introduce ack_log to

inform the client about replica state and making receipt of ack_log from all nodes

condition for success. All in all, Nemo proposes to modify four lines of code,

after which a subsequent run confirms our success in eliminating the bug and

indeed making the system durable. Additional fault tolerance analysis suggests

to increase the resilience of rules replicate, request, ack_log, and ack, leading

to a correct and more robust primary/backup replication protocol that resembles

in code what the specification describes as correct.

Via Nemo, we showed strong evidence that the question-and-answer process

of bug identification and repair can be posed as queries over traces of system exe-

cutions, identifying causes of errors of commission. We also demonstrated Nemo’s

surprising ability to use this provenance querying framework to synthesize proto-

col repairs which cause the program to more closely fit its specification in the case

of errors of omission. Nemo operates on an idealized model in which distributed

executions are centrally simulated, record-level provenance of these executions

is automatically collected, and computer readable correctness specifications are

available. In the next chapter, we discuss incident localization for large-scale dis-

tributed systems with shallow or non-existent specifications, coarse-grained trac-
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ing and logging rather than provenance collection and detail the challenges we

needed to overcome to achieve efficient and effective incident localization.
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Chapter 6

Troubleshooting: Incident

Localization

In this chapter, we consider troubleshooting in production systems. Many large

production systems are composed of thousands of microservices with instances in

several regions and availability zones. Systems constantly evolve as new function-

ality is developed, bug fixes are pushed out and old services are phased out, to

name a few examples. When a system does not behave correctly for some frac-

tion of users, Site Reliability Engineers (SREs) declare incidents. Incidents are

common but downtime is expensive. Outages of even a few minutes can cost ser-

vice providers hundreds of thousands of dollars in revenue [70, 71]. Additionally,

they incur soft costs in terms of poor user experience. The priority for SREs is

to restore system functionality quickly. Before they can act to mitigate system

unavailability, SREs must first localize the incident. Incident localization is the

process of identifying a location - a component (hardware or software) - where

a mitigating action may be applied. For example, if SREs determine that the

behavior of service instances in a particular data center is problematic, the action

recommended by SREs might be to divert traffic away from it. Other examples of
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mitigating actions include re-configuring access control or firewall rules, reverting

a code change and restarting components.

Incident localization is difficult in practice for two reasons. First, since dis-

tributed applications are complex and highly connected, SREs need to consider

large volumes of data from varied sources (metrics, logs, events, and traces) gener-

ated by executions before and during the incident to reason about system behavior.

Based on their observations, SREs then attempt to determine a pattern in how

executions fail during an incident. Second, many events in the failing executions

may be different from the successful executions. SREs have to infer the relation-

ships between different events for effective (correct and precise) localization; a

time-consuming process. SREs have access to a suite of tools but may need to use

multiple tools to obtain insights from different data sources. Outputs from one

tool may be modified and used as inputs to a different tool.

Since traces capture events within a user request and how they relate to each

other, the relationships captured in traces are precisely those which SREs currently

infer manually, recommending the use of traces. Combining differential reasoning

with comparing sets of traces helps determine the consistent structural changes

across traces (change pattern) during an incident. Thus, using traces as a data

source addresses both causes of slow incident localization.

The key idea of our approach, Aggregate Comparison of Traces (ACT), is

to find events present in one set of traces but not the other and then use the

structure of individual traces to reason about cause and effect. ACT leverages the

relationships captured between events within traces as opposed to SREs manually

connecting the dots. Thus, we are able to focus SREs attention on a few (ideally

one) events or relationships that they need to investigate further to recommend

an effective mitigating action.
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We evaluate ACT on datasets from HDFS [72], DeathStarBench [73], and

eBay. In our quantitative experiments, we conduct hundreds of simulations for

three different failure modes and show that ACT is able to identify a mitigation

site that enables effective action in all but a handful of cases as compared with

our baselines that produce irrelevant results in 30-50% of the cases. For SREs

mitigating incidents, the above result implies that ACT identifies exactly where

the mitigation is to be applied. We have integrated ACT with Jaeger [34], an open

source tracing tool, for online trace comparison. ACT opens a line of inquiry into

using groups of traces for incident localization, which, if adopted widely, can

change the way SREs approach incident response. We also contrast ACT with

approaches taken by commercial tools such as Lightstep [35].

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 6.1, we first present

details of an incident study which has two main takeaways. First, we provide

evidence to show that incident localization dominates response time. Second, we

show that RPC failures produce the largest impact to system availability. There-

fore, we focus on incidents that arise from RPC failures in our work. With an

example incident, we motivate the use of traces to localize incidents by discussing

relevant approaches from the state of the art and highlighting their shortcomings.

Section 6.2 develops an approach that compares sets of traces and analyzes their

events and relationships to localize incidents. In Section 6.3, we focus on evaluat-

ing ACT vis-a-vis baselines that adapt approaches from prior work to our setting

and finally, we touch upon the details of integrating ACT with Jaeger. We close

with Section 6.4 in which we motivate the need for iterative localization, describe

how we extend ACT to drill down to specifics and present some preliminary results

from applying these on executions of sample open-source applications [51].
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Figure 6.1: Percentage of impact by category - we have represented the top
five of over a dozen different categories that emerged based on available data.
Incidents arising due to breakdown in communication between components at the
application level have the highest impact.

6.1 Background and Motivation

The principal goal of incident mitigation is to minimize impact to users. Un-

derstanding the causes of the incident is usually a secondary goal, often a more

costly (in terms of time and effort) exercise reserved for post-incident reviews.

SREs use aggregate alerts from metrics deviations, logs from services, etc to

build a mental model of the system. These models are often based on tribal

knowledge, typically incomplete and usually outdated [74–76]. We first present

observations from a study of incidents at eBay.

6.1.1 Incident Study

To determine trends in incidents, we studied incident reports of 75+ severe

incidents that occurred over three years (June 2017 - May 2020) at eBay. Severe

incidents correspond to more than 85% of overall impact. Incident impact is

measured in terms of loss of availability. Impact to availability of an incident is

the duration of time that all or some fraction of users were unable to use the
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system i.e. availability of service. We make the following observations:

Highest impact is from RPC failures between components at the ap-

plication level: Figure 6.1 shows the top five incident categories in order of

decreasing impact. We have not represented incidents arising from vendor issues

since reading incident reports only gives us a partial view of these incidents. RPC

failures between components includes:

Component down: Components can fail for various reasons - a recent change

made to the component, a dormant bug in a code path not used often - triggered

by an increase in load or a change in user options. Component failure by itself is

not an incident but the lack of a fallback mechanism or the critical nature of a

component not being common knowledge can lead to an incident. Incidents corre-

sponding to this category may arise due to component failures or decommissioning

components that are in use.

Component A unable to call component B: A component (A) which was

previously able to make RPC calls to a different component (B) that it depends on

may no longer be able to do so due to link failures, changes in access control lists,

firewall rules, and security fixes. This may further result in additional, unexpected

component interactions.

Buggy failure recovery: When a component fails to respond within the con-

figured timeout or crashes, the calling component may call a different component

or perform a series of actions to recover. Since the recovery path is generally not

exercised often, it may not work as expected resulting in overall request failure.

In such a case, the fallback may be inappropriate or incorrectly set up to recover

from the failure. This is an important failure mode as failures in the recovery

path continue to be reported [77–79] despite various efforts to address them.
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Figure 6.2: Typical incident timeline

About half the incidents were localized incorrectly at least once: Fig-

ure 6.2 shows a simplified timeline from incident detection to resolution. Local-

ization time and mitigation time are the times taken to effectively localize an

incident and apply the mitigating actions that effect recovery respectively. Incor-

rect localizations (Hypothesis#1 and Hypothesis#2) for an incident indicate that

there were one or more mitigation steps that were pursued before the incident was

effectively localized. A mitigating action that does not result in metrics recovery

prolongs poor user experience and increases revenue impact. Prior works [80–82]

indicate that most incidents are reassigned at least once during triage and that

triage time dominates response time [82]. Reassigning incidents results in a longer

time to apply a mitigating action and therefore, slower incident response.

Takeaway: Effective localization of incidents that arise from RPC failures be-

tween application-level components would produce the most significant reduction

in user impact and therefore, we focus on these.

6.1.2 Motivating Example

We describe a real incident that occurred at eBay which serves as our running

example for the remainder of the section. Figure 6.3 depicts the actions taken by

SREs. The mitigation steps took SREs close to 3 hours and was dominated by

time taken to arrive at the correct mitigating action (2.5 hours).
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Figure 6.3: This figure represents how SREs responded to an incident and the
data sources they used (logs and metrics). The mitigation steps took SREs close
to three hours, two and half of which was arriving at the correct mitigating action.
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Figure 6.4: This is an idealized picture of graph differencing and contains only
the relevant services. On the left is a partial view of a successful request where
the token service was working as expected. On the right, we have the trace, after
the restart of the payments service which continued to see errors due to incorrect
firewall rules.

SREs first observed an increase in errors (a metric) for the Payments Service

in one data center and immediately declared an incident. Metrics are used to

monitor the overall health of the system. Business metrics such as number of

transactions completed, number of canceled transactions and rate of incoming
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traffic are tracked in real-time since they are related to revenue. SREs attempted

to mitigate the incident by restarting the service, but errors increased in all the

data centers instead. In this instance, SREs could surmise from the metrics that

something was wrong, but not what or why.

To understand what caused the increase in errors, SREs looked at the appli-

cation logs and noticed that the local cache used for storing access tokens was

empty and the service used for minting the tokens (Token Service) was unreach-

able. SREs found that Payments Service started calling Token Fallback Service

instead of Token Service. However, all calls to Token Fallback Service were also

failing. Further investigation using the logs revealed that the Token Fallback Ser-

vice was inaccessible due to incorrect firewall rules. Once the firewall rules were

corrected, the error rate returned to normal and Payments Service fully recovered.

The breakthrough in our running example came when one of the SREs observed

from the logs that during the incident, requests were attempting to make a call

to a service (Token Fallback Service). No such call was present in pre-incident

execution traces. SREs had to trawl through logs to find the specific events and

event interactions in the unsuccessful executions that contributed to its failure.

These events indicated the presence of additional calls that were not present in

executions before the incident. In this case, SREs needed to not only understand

the absence of calls from the logs but also the presence of additional calls. This

illustrates that effectively localizing incidents usually requires both aggregate (the

presence of errors) and causal information (Payments Service trying to call Token

Fallback Service) - in this instance provided by metrics and logs. SREs had to first

determine which executions to consider based on the failure of requests and then

compare the events and their relationships between successful and unsuccessful

executions. The request path and system model were reconstructed from system
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logs for this incident. The crucial step in localizing the incident was differencing

the request paths before and during the incident to see what was different about

the request paths.

6.1.3 Limitations of existing approaches

Although prior work localizing incidents in data centers [83, 84] is extensive,

these are orthogonal to localizing incidents at the application-level since appli-

cations are designed to tolerate network failures such as link failures and packet

drops. For example, a service usually has instances in multiple data centers such

that if a network link in one data center goes out, requests will be sent to a

different instance.

We will briefly describe each of the observability signals - metrics, logs, and

traces - and the most relevant approaches that use them as inputs. With our run-

ning example as context, we discuss why they don’t effectively localize incidents.

We also discuss the constraints of differential reasoning when using traces and

how our approach addresses them.

Fa [1] detects and localizes incidents by vectorizing metrics to learn incident

signatures. The localization points to the set of metrics (and underlying com-

ponents) most relevant to the failure. During an incident, multiple metrics are

affected and SREs would need to understand relationships amongst different com-

ponents. Marianil et al. [2] use metrics to learn a baseline model and build out an

undirected graph by correlating pairs of metrics. They further use graph central-

ity measures to identify the most severely affected metrics and thereby, a faulty

service. For our example incident, the Payments Service has the most errors, and

will most likely be identified as the faulty service. This does not give SREs any

actionable insights and is therefore, not useful.
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More recent approaches such as Grano [4] and Groot [5] assume that relation-

ships amongst components are available either in the form of system architecture

diagrams or global dependency graphs. They build machine learning models to

identify the metrics correlated with a given incident which are then overlaid on the

dependency graph for incident localization. Such follow-the-errors approaches do

not work when multiple incidents co-occur, one or more metrics are not captured

or incident localization involves identifying when a call between two components

did not occur. Our example incident falls into this last category.

Logs capture a machine centric view of the system and provide additional

context, but require sifting through large volumes of data to extract it. Aggarwal

et al. [3] model logs from different components as multiple time series and correlate

errors emitted by various services to localize the incident given a dependency graph

(static topology or architecture diagram). Approaches that reconstruct individual

user requests from logs involve control and data flow analysis [10, 12]. Yet others

use unique identifiers to identify events corresponding to different requests [9]

and custom log parsing to recognize identifiers [11]. Network communication

and temporal order are used as heuristics to infer relationship amongst events.

Causality inference using log analysis is brittle since it depends on the quality of

user logging and is inapplicable either due to practical concerns (running control

and data flow analysis for constantly evolving systems like microservices with

continuously changing topologies is impractical) or because the timescales for

incident localization are very stringent (as systems scale, application logs grow,

increasing analysis time).

Distributed tracing provides a request-level view of the system and is used

for debugging [6, 7, 16], profiling, and monitoring production applications. It has

also been used to address correctness concerns [28], for capacity planning, and
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Figure 6.5: Limitations of pairwise comparison - the two examples demonstrate
the circumstances when pairwise comparison produces false alarms and can occur
either separately or in combination.

workload modeling [8]. Tracing is increasingly being adopted by industry and

there is a push for standardization [33, 85, 86] as well. A trace captures events

that occur in a given request as well as how they relate to each other i.e causality.

The most general representation of a trace is a directed acyclic graph (DAG)

where nodes and edges correspond to events and their interactions respectively.

Had traces been available, SREs would been able to compare the trace of a

successful execution and that of an unsuccessful execution - which we call pairwise

comparison - to determine the events that differentiate the two. Doing so would

have highlighted the missing and additional events in executions during the inci-

dent and thereby enabled them to take effective action. Figure 6.4 demonstrates

an idealized result of pairwise comparison for our running example. In the un-

successful execution, the call from Payments Service to Token Service service is

missing, but an attempted call from Payments Service to Token Fallback Service

is additional. Since the structure of a trace represents causality of event interac-

tions, we use it to establish cause-and-effect relationships between events in the

result - retaining only the causes.

Prior works that uses trace analysis employ a similar differential approach

between pairs of traces with appropriate user inputs. For eg., ShiViz [6] and
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Jaeger [34] both support pairwise comparison of user selected traces. Such tools

allow SREs to interactively validate hypotheses but are not suited to automated

incident localization.

Pairwise Comparison: A deep dive

The most important requirement for automated localization using pairwise

comparison is graph selection - selecting a successful and an unsuccessful execu-

tion that exercise the same code path. In large, distributed systems, requests

with identical inputs can often take different paths due to cache effects, dynamic

request routing, traffic shifting across data centers, experimentation, etc. Traces

generated from such requests may have different structures wholly or partially.

Further, the structure of traces can also change with configuration changes in the

application and deployment environment, ongoing code deployments, new feature

deployment and code deprecation. At any given time, several such changes to

request paths exist in production. Comparing pairs of graphs corresponding to

different executions paths will produce incorrect localizations.

Further exacerbating the problem of graph selection is the fact that tracing is

best-effort. That is, for some executions, the trace corresponding to the execution

may be missing some data. Figure 6.5 demonstrates incorrect localizations pro-

duced by comparing executions that exercise different execution paths and when

comparing incomplete traces of similar executions. Therefore, choosing a pair of

graphs to compare based only on their structure is not viable.

Prior work makes simplifying assumptions about the system under considera-

tion to make graph selection viable. Magpie [87] assumes a static system model

and learns a probabilistic model of the system. An unsuccessful execution would

deviate from the model and the difference between two such traces represents the
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localization. Large distributed systems (open source systems eg., HDFS, HBase

and commercial systems eg., Netflix, AWS) are complex and constantly evolv-

ing, invalidating this assumption. Spectroscope [7] assumes that a small number

of unique execution paths exist in the system compared with the large number

of underlying system traces, an assumption that does not hold for any but the

smallest systems. GMTA [88] makes two assumptions. First, it assumes that the

model is known and traces can be accurately labelled based on the functionality

they exercise. Second, it assumes that for each label, there exists a single canon-

ical graph. The first assumption requires that the labelling be kept up-to-date

with changing models and the second assumption only holds if there exists only

a single execution path for given functionality, a premise that is untrue for large

systems, as discussed at the beginning of the section. In summary, the simplifying

assumptions made do not hold for large distributed systems.

In our work, we sidestep the problem of graph selection by considering sets

of traces rather than selecting a single pair of traces. From these, we derive ag-

gregate insights while preserving useful information for difference based diagnosis.

Lightstep [35] represents the closest industry tool to ACT and addresses some of

the same failure modes. Lightstep also compares traces in aggregate, but focuses

on finding tags or markers in the traces containing errors. However, for failures

in the recovery path, being able to identify that a call was not successful does

not help with determining a mitigating action. In our example, Lightstep would

follow the errors to the failed call from Payments service to Token service. This

only represents one half of the localization and the incident could only be effec-

tively mitigated by SREs understanding that the call to Token Fallback service

also failed in an attempt to recover from the failed call to Token service - i.e.

knowledge of both the missing call and the additional call. Furthermore, success
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or failure is an end to end property of a request and typically cannot be derived

from a trace. For eg., a service returning an error in a user request does not

necessarily imply a failed request; rather, it may be an indication to re-try it at a

later time.

In Section 6.2, we describe our approach that compares sets of traces from

steady-state operation and during the incident and analyzes their events and in-

teractions to localize incidents.

6.2 Design & Methodology

In our work, we use traces to localize incidents and thereby, speed up incident

response. Localizing an incident highlights the absence (or presence) of event

interactions during an incident that helps identify a location to apply a mitigation.

Pairwise comparison is usually ineffective for localizing incidents since it produces

false alarms, as described in Section 6.1. As we now show, we can precisely localize

incidents by comparing sets of traces and using the structure of traces to separate

effects from their potential causes, retaining only the causes.

We first describe View of a Trace, which enables trace comparison. It is not

possible to directly compare traces since individual traces include details such as

timestamps that are different for every trace and IP addresses that are not nec-

essarily consistent between any two traces. By dropping attributes that are not

consistent across traces, views of traces make traces comparable. For example, to

debug issues when a service is unable to talk to another, retaining service names

is sufficient. If, instead, we would like to debug issues that impact a subset of

service instances, retaining service instance names when generating a view of a

given trace can be helpful. In this work, we only retain component names when

generating views. We denote views by View(T) and refer to elements of a view as
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Figure 6.6: Simple trace and an example of a view
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Figure 6.7: ACT consists of applying three techniques: Symmetric difference,
thresholding and reachability - in that order.

ordered pairs. In Figure 6.6, for example, the ordered pair (Component:A, Com-

ponent:B) in View(T) corresponds to the edge ((Time:10:11:05, Component:A),

(Time:10:11:21, Component:B)) in the trace, T.

6.2.1 Inputs and Outputs

Inputs to ACT consist of two sets of traces - traces drawn during the most

recent steady-state operation of the system (tbefore) and traces drawn during the

incident (tincident). These are sampled based on the incident start time specified by

SREs. We expect the sampled traces to satisfy two constraints. First, the number

of traces sampled in each of the two sets must be large enough that a majority of

events or event interactions, if captured in underlying traces, are present in the

sampled traces. Many large-scale systems generate millions [31] of traces per day,

but a much smaller sample size turns out to be sufficient for localization, as we

will see in Section 6.3.1.

Second, traces are labeled as successful or unsuccessful based on an external
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success criterion. Examples of external criteria could include credit card charged

in case of buying an item, the item displayed correctly when it is added to the

product catalog, a HTTP status code of 200, an acknowledgement of data writes,

etc. If a trace cannot be assigned a label, it is discarded (less than 0.2% of traces).

Outputs from our system should localize the incident under consideration

rather than return the entire difference between the set of traces before and dur-

ing the incident. SREs can investigate along two axes - a) Why are specific calls

missing during the incident? and/or b) Why are other calls present only during

the incident? Based on what the investigation reveals, an appropriate mitigating

action can be applied.

6.2.2 System Overview

In ACT, we use aggregate information from witnessing a large set of traces and

the causality of event interactions within individual requests to localize incidents.

Figure 6.7 shows the three techniques we use to localize an incident given sets of

traces from before and during the incident.

The symmetric difference of tbefore and tincident is the set of ordered pairs that

are in one of ⋃|tbefore|
i=1 V iew(Tracei) or ⋃|tincident|

j=1 V iew(Tracej) but not both. If

the changes produced by an incident are represented in tincident and at least one

example of the correct interaction is in tbefore, the symmetric difference will contain

the site where the mitigation is to be applied. To obtain a precise result, we employ

thresholding and reachability.

We use thresholding to answer the question: Which ordered pairs in the sym-

metric difference are statistically significant and must be retained? Since tbefore

and tincident are randomly sampled, one or more of the sampled traces may corre-

spond to a code path that is rarely exercised. If such traces occur in one or the
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other set of traces, some ordered pairs will be part of the symmetric difference

as a result of sampling randomness. The use of thresholding allows us to discard

these. Using a threshold also addresses trace quality issues in individual traces

that arise due to the best-effort nature of tracing.

After computing symmetric difference and applying the threshold, the result

may still contain some superfluous ordered pairs. To understand how this may

occur, assume two ordered pairs (a, b) and (b, c) are in the result. The edges in a

trace represent event interactions. For a given trace, let’s further assume that (a,

b) and (b, c) correspond to edges (e1, e2) and (e2, e3) respectively. Reachability

is the transitive closure of the edge relation of a graph. If we find that (e2, e3)

is reachable from (e1, e2), we can discard the ordered pair (b, c) since its poten-

tial cause (a, b) is in the result. By establishing cause-and-effect relationships

between edges corresponding to ordered pairs and eliminating the ordered pairs

corresponding to effects, we use reachability to whittle down the result set for

effective localization. Failure of a database call or third party vendor issues into

which SREs have no visibility can be localized to a single leaf node or edge. For

these, we expect to see effective localization even without the use of reachability.

The three techniques build on each other - symmetric difference produces the

initial result set while thresholding and reachability prune the result set such that

the incident is effectively localized.

Techniques:

We describe in detail each of the techniques introduced in the previous section.

Symmetric Difference: To compute the symmetric difference, we only con-

sider the successful executions in steady-state operation (unsuccessful requests in

steady state could result from invalid credit card entry, insufficient stock, etc). ts
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represents successful executions in tbefore and we shorten tincident to tinc here. The

result is the entire set of changes between the two sets of traces. If calls made in

traces of successful executions during the incident are in the symmetric difference,

these could not possibly have been caused by the incident. Therefore, we remove

them from our symmetric difference. Let tincs represent successful executions in

tinc. We obtain the symmetric difference as follows:

Missing Calls (M) =
|ts|⋃
i=1

V iew(ts(i)) −
|tinc|⋃
j=1

V iew(tinc(j))

Additional Calls (A) =
|tinc|⋃
j=1

V iew(tinc(j)) −
|ts|⋃
i=1

V iew(ts(i))

−
|tincs |⋃
k=1

V iew(tincs(k))

D = M
⋃

A

Thresholding: We cannot use a flat threshold to determine the statistically

significant ordered pairs because our threshold value can change not only as a

result of system evolution but also based on the number of traces sampled. We

derive our threshold as a function of frequency of calls in traces and the number

of traces sampled. Frequency statistics can be computed in real time as traces

are generated. Computed statistics can be stored in-memory since their memory

footprint is small (order of a few hundred keys in a hash map).

Threshold, t = N ∗ (1 − elog(0.01)/n)

We obtain t by solving for (1 − p)n < 0.01, where p is the probability that an

ordered pair, c, occurs in at least t traces. The size of the corpus from which

frequency statistics are computed is N and the number of sampled traces is n.

Therefore, p = t
N

. The threshold, t, is such that if a call appears in more than t
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of N traces, there is a 99% probability that at least one trace containing the call

will be present in a sample of n traces.

Given a threshold, if a call appears in more traces than the threshold and is

unrelated to the incident, it will appear in both sets of traces with high probability

and therefore not appear in the result. On the other hand, if the call is missing as

a result of changes produced by an incident, evidence of the change will be seen

in the sampled traces. Conversely, if the number of traces that a call occurs in is

less than the threshold, it is discarded. SREs can choose a lower probability and

re-compute the threshold for a less stringent guarantee.

Reachability: As discussed in Section 6.2.2, we exploit reachability to achieve

the minimal result set. To do so, we use the structure of individual traces. Given

two ordered pairs and a trace, T, we first determine the possible edges that each

ordered pair can correspond to. An ordered pair o1 can correspond to many possi-

ble edges in a given trace since a view is generated by a lossy transform. Assume

that ordered pairs o1 and o2 correspond to sets of edges represented by s1 and s2

respectively. For example, given the ordered pair (Component:A, Component:B)

and the trace from Figure 6.6, it would be mapped to a set containing the single

edge - {(Time:10:11:05, Component:A), (Time:10:11:21, Component:B)}.

Next, we check if a cause-and-effect relationship exists between an edge in s1

and one in s2. If such a relationship is established, we discard the ordered pair

corresponding to the effect while retaining its potential cause. We have reduced

both the result set and the number of pairs to consider. We repeat this process

for every pair of edges (that correspond to ordered pairs in the result set) in every

trace until either we arrive at a single result or have explored all sampled traces.

Computing reachability is an expensive operation responsible for almost all of

the time taken by ACT and is therefore applied after thresholding to reduce the
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number of ordered pairs to be considered. The time taken to establish reachability

is O(|r|2 ∗n), where |r| is the number of ordered pairs in the result set and n is the

number of traces sampled. In the worst case, it will be necessary to consider edges

in all sampled traces if none of the calls in the result set are related to others. In

practice, many calls are related and time to establish reachability is much lower

than the worst case bound.

6.2.3 Application of ACT: An example

We now walk through an example of a simulated incident from the eBay dataset

which demonstrates how techniques in ACT apply end to end and and high-

lights trade-offs SREs often need to make when an incident produces changes in

a small number of traces. We simulate interruption in communication between

PaymentService and OrderMgmtService. For users purchasing items, this call is

required to validate the purchase. Interruption results in users being unable to

place orders. Therefore, we want to highlight the missing call from PaymentSer-

vice to OrderMgmtService. Assume that the probabilistic guarantee is 0.99 (if a

call appears in more traces than the threshold, it is in the sampled traces with

99% probability) and tbefore and tincident each contain 2K traces.

ACT computes a set of results, the elements of which are ordered pairs. The

symmetric difference produces a result set of size 21 but after applying threshold-

ing, the result set is empty. This implies that the sampled traces do not contain

evidence of the correct execution, the changes produced by the incident, or both.

SREs can now take two actions:

Reduce the threshold: An SRE may decide to trade-off number of results for

time i.e. it is acceptable if the computed result has some irrelevant elements.

The SRE will now choose a lower probability and re-compute the threshold. In
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our example, the SRE chooses to drop the probability to 0.75. The result from

symmetric difference contains 21 ordered pairs. The size of the result is now 11

after applying the new threshold. On applying reachability, we obtain a result of

size 2 - the expected result and an additional, irrelevant suggestion.

Sample more traces: An SRE can also decide to trade-off time for number of

results i.e. additional time is acceptable for fewer (ideally zero) irrelevant results.

Since this is a simulated incident, we know that we can obtain the expected result

with high probability by sampling 4K traces in each set. With the resampled

traces, we compute the symmetric difference (result size is 41) and apply thresh-

olding (result size reduced to 3). Applying reachability now yields exactly the

expected result. The choice to trade-off time or number of results is situational -

for example, if trading off number of results for time produces many false positives,

SREs may pivot and sample more traces instead.

6.3 Evaluation

In Section 6.3.1, we discuss how the initial sample size is determined and used.

To evaluate ACT, we simulate incidents based on how we expect traces to change

for each incident category. Section 6.3.2 makes the case for simulating incidents

and we discuss how we mutate traces. Section 6.3.3 describes the baselines we

compare against. Finally, we compare the results of ACT with baseline techniques

employed in prior work. We answer the following questions:

1. How is the initial sample size determined? (Section 6.3.1)

2. How do the results produced by ACT compare with baseline techniques?

How do the individual techniques in ACT impact the results produced?

(Section 6.3.4)
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3. How does the time to obtain a result compare with baseline techniques?

(Section 6.3.4)

Finally, in Section 6.3.5, we present some highlights of integrating ACT with

Jaeger [34] for online comparison of traces.

6.3.1 Determining the initial sample size

We discuss how we use ACT’s probabilistic guarantees to determine the initial

sample size from underlying traces and frequency statistics. This serves as an

input when sampling tbefore and tincident for localization.

A structural change to a trace consists of ordered pairs that are missing during

an incident which would normally be present in traces during steady state opera-

tion or additional calls that only occur during an incident. From our discussion of

thresholding in Section 6.2.2, we provide a probabilistic guarantee that evidence

of the correct interaction as well as structural changes to traces are represented in

tbefore and tincident respectively if they appear in more traces than the threshold.

We can plot a Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the percentage of

ordered pairs probabilistically guaranteed to be represented for a given number of

sampled traces. Figure 6.8 depicts these for our three datasets. From the CDFs,

we observe that although a very large number of traces would need to be sampled

to identify every possible call (if it were missing), we find that a majority of calls

can be identified with a sample that is orders of magnitude smaller. Accordingly,

we sample 4K (of 20K) traces for DSB, 8K (of 60K) for HDFS and 20K (of 250K+)

for eBay in our experiments.
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(a) DSB (22K traces) (b) HDFS (60K traces) (c) eBay(250000+ traces)

Figure 6.8: CDF of the number of traces to be sampled to identify any possible
missing edge. The inlaid snippet of the CDF shows that a majority of calls can
be identified with a sample that is orders of magnitude smaller.
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Figure 6.9: For the cases when NodeCount and EdgeCount produce results,
we plotted a CDF of number of results. ACT, meanwhile, produces exactly the
expected answer for all of these cases.
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Figure 6.10: CDFs of the number of results returned when we apply one or two
techniques. Since the eBay dataset is noisy, symmetric difference and threshold-
ing performs best, while symmetric difference and reachability generate the best
results for DSB and HDFS. When all three techniques of ACT are applied, the
result obtained is exactly the mitigation site.
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Table 6.1: This table explains how we simulate the three failure modes we con-
sider. For each, we describe the input, how traces are mutated and the expected
output. We also specify the conditions that need to be satisfied in each case for a
trace to be mutated. All mutated traces represent unsuccessful executions.

Incident
Category

Input Condition
for
mutation

How are traces
mutated?

Expected
Result

Component
down

Randomly
chosen
compo-
nent

Vertex corre-
sponding to
component
is present in
trace

Delete all edges to
vertices
corresponding to
chosen component as
well as the subgraph
beneath each edge

Component
chosen as input

Component
Unreachable

Randomly
chosen
ordered
pair

At least one
edge corre-
sponding to
ordered pair
is present in
trace

Delete all edges
corresponding to the
chosen ordered pair
as well as the
subgraph beneath
each edge

Ordered pair
chosen as input

Buggy
failure
recovery

Randomly
chosen
ordered
pair

At least one
edge corre-
sponding to
ordered pair
is present in
trace

Delete all edges
corresponding to the
chosen ordered pair
as well as the
subgraph beneath
each edge, then add
an edge at each call
site representing an
attempt to recover
from failure

Ordered pair
chosen as input
and additional
ordered pair
attempting
recovery

6.3.2 Experimental Methodology

To conduct a quantitative evaluation of ACT using data from real incidents, we

would have needed to collect traces during steady-state operation and then again

when incidents occur. Although a large number of incidents occur (anecdotally,

three or four every day), we are only interested in those in one of the categories

described. Identifying these and capturing traces while they are still retained

remains a challenge.

From our incident study and observations of traces generated when we inject
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Table 6.2: ACT computes exactly the expected result for all but a few cases.
In contrast, NodeCount and EdgeCount produce wrong answers for 30-50% of
simulations. Answer = Set of localizations returned, Exact Answer = Answer is
minimal, Superfluous Answer = Answer subsumes expected result, Wrong Answer
= Answer does not contain expected result, No Answer = Answer is the null set.

Number
of simu-
lations

Exact
Answer
(%)

Superfluous
Answer
(%)

Wrong
Answer
(%)

No
Answer
(%)

ACT DSB 602 99.83
(601)

0.17 (1) 0 0

HDFS 401 98.50
(395)

0.25 (1) 1.25 (5) 0

eBay 418 99.76
(417)

0.24 (1) 0 0

Node
Count

DSB 602 52.82
(318)

7.8 (47) 37.21
(224)

2.16 (13)

HDFS 401 21.95
(88)

29.68 (119) 47.63
(191)

0.75 (3)

eBay 418 25.11
(105)

21.77 (91) 48.80
(204)

4.41 (18)

Edge
Count

DSB 602 58.47
(352)

2.66 (16) 36.38
(219)

2.49 (15)

HDFS 401 63.59
(255)

4.49 (18) 31.17
(125)

0.75 (3)

eBay 418 31.81
(133)

16.27 (68) 44.50
(186)

7.42 (31)

faults, we have a good grasp on how we expect the structure of traces to change

for each incident category. Therefore, simulating incidents can serve as a good

proxy. Simulation not only allows us to apply ACT to a wide range of scenarios

but is also useful in testing its limits.

To simulate an incident, we randomly sample two sets of traces which we

designate as tbefore and tincident respectively. For each incident category, Table 6.1

describes inputs, how traces are mutated and expected output. Some fraction of

traces in tincident that satisfy the condition for mutation are mutated to represent

traces that would have been generated during the incident being simulated, while
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Figure 6.11: CDFs of time taken to obtain a result. Reachability accounts for
most of the time taken by ACT. Nodecount and Edgecount have highly variable
time to result since trace of every unsuccessful execution needs to be compared
with that of every successful execution and the number of unsuccessful executions
can vary widely.

traces in tbefore remain unmodified. All mutated traces represent unsuccessful

executions. An unsuccessful execution is one for which we evaluate some external

criteria and determine that the user request corresponding to the execution did

not succeed. We choose simulations uniformly at random. tbefore and tincident serve

as inputs to the different techniques.

We use three trace datasets in our evaluation. These consist of a produc-

tion dataset from eBay and two open-source datasets - DeathStar Benchmark

(DSB) [73], a micro-services benchmark and Hadoop Distributed File System

(HDFS) [72] traces. eBay has about 4500-5000 services, the dataset captures user

requests as they purchase items during a week in November 2019. User requests

to start a session and complete a purchase account for nearly two thirds of the

requests; the remaining third is distributed across twenty other request types that

span different system functions. Examples include changing user address and pay-

ment modes as well as updating items or item quantities. The captured requests

record 250+ unique services and databases and 850+ unique calls. Vertices and

edges represent services and calls between services respectively. DSB traces were

generated by deploying the benchmark on a single machine and capturing traces
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of different API types. HDFS traces were generated by deploying HDFS on a 9-

node cluster and consists of traces obtained by reading and writing files of various

sizes. The DSB and HDFS traces are in X-Trace [29] format and are captured at

a lower level of abstraction where vertices represent execution of lines of code and

edges represent the execution flow.

6.3.3 Baseline techniques

In prior work, graph analysis approaches [7, 89] transform graphs into vectors

(by counting nodes or edges or converting them into strings) and compare pairs

of graphs. The result returned is a pair of ⟨Successful, Unsuccessful⟩ traces

such that they exercise the same execution path and are separated by the short-

est distance. "Shortest" is precisely defined based on the distance metric and

the representation used. NodeCount and EdgeCount represent traces as vectors

containing the counts of components and calls between components respectively

and use L2 distance as the distance metric. Spectroscope [7] linearizes traces to

produce an event string and uses string edit distance as its distance metric.

Since graph selection is not viable, we have adapted the different techniques to

return the best result after comparing all pairs of traces. The inputs are vectors

or string representations of traces in tbefore and tincident. For the resultant pair

of traces, we compute the symmetric difference of the view of traces and apply

reachability. This final step focusses attention on only the relevant results and is

not employed in prior work. We take this step to be able to compare the results

from the baselines with ACT. A single experiment comparing linearized traces

took multiple hours as compared to the few seconds taken by other techniques.

Hence, we ran simulations comparing ACT with NodeCount and EdgeCount only.
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6.3.4 Results

Result Quality Table 6.2 summarizes the results for the simulations for which

the change produced by the simulation is reflected in the sampled traces. We

conducted hundreds of simulations for each dataset with the number of simula-

tions for each incident category being roughly equivalent. As can be observed,

ACT computes exactly the expected result for all but a few cases. In contrast,

NodeCount and EdgeCount compute irrelevant results for 30-50% of simulations

for which the changes are in the sampled traces.

Additionally, when NodeCount and EdgeCount produce the expected result

(in 2.5% to 30% of the scenarios) depending on the technique and dataset, results

include false positives. From our experiments, EdgeCount produces false positives

in fewer scenarios than NodeCount. Figure 6.9 shows the CDF of the number of

results produced by NodeCount and EdgeCount.

Impact of individual techniques To measure the impact of thresholding and

reachability, we consider simulations for which ACT returns exactly the expected

result, since the effects can be most clearly seen for these simulations. For the

selected simulations, we employ combinations of one or two techniques and re-run

them. Figure 6.10 visualizes the results we obtain. It is immediately apparent

that computing symmetric difference with thresholding produces the best results

for the eBay dataset indicating a noisier dataset than HDFS or DSB. Reachability

plays a bigger role for DSB and HDFS datasets since these have more depth as

compared with eBay dataset, in which graphs are wide and shallow. Across the

board, the three techniques taken together are more powerful than any single pair

of techniques.

Time taken to obtain result Figure 6.11 represents CDFs of time taken when

the most number of traces are sampled for each dataset. Reachability computa-
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tions account for almost all of the time taken by ACT. Symmetric difference and

thresholding reduce the number of pairs for which reachability computations need

to be performed - the time for which is negligible in comparison to reachability

computation. ACT has a time bound of O(|r|2 ∗ n), which is linear in the number

of sampled traces, as discussed previously. The baseline techniques, however, have

a time bound of O(s*u), where s is the number of successful executions in tbefore

and u is the number of unsuccessful executions in tincident. Since the trace of every

unsuccessful execution is compared with the trace of every successful execution,

the time taken is quadratic.

6.3.5 Integrating with Jaeger: Implementation Details

We have integrated our approach with Jaeger [34] to enable online comparison

of sets of traces. Jaeger is an open source, end-to-end distributed tracing tool that

enables monitoring and troubleshooting complex distributed systems. It currently

provides a feature that allows users to select and compare a pair of traces. The

obvious drawback is that users need to know which traces to compare. We have

extended the UI to compare sets of traces instead. Rather than requiring users to

select traces as input, we accept as input the time since the incident started. This

enables us to split the traces into before and after sets. For the purposes of our

integration, we use HTTP status codes in the traces to mark them as successful or

unsuccessful - a trace with any span returning a non-zero status code is considered

unsuccessful. In general, SREs can use any criteria to label traces as successful or

unsuccessful. With the two sets of traces and their labels as inputs, we extended

Jaeger-UI to implement and visualize ACT.

Summary: ACT combines the use of aggregate and causal information in traces

to effectively localize incidents. ACT identifies exactly the mitigation site in all
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but a few cases. While witnessing a large number of traces is necessary to derive

aggregate insights from traces, for a majority of incidents that produce structural

changes in traces, the number of traces to be sampled is orders of magnitude

smaller than the underlying traces captured by the system, making it viable for

use in reducing the time to localize and thereby, resolve incidents.

6.4 Iterative Localization

Iterative localization naturally mimics how engineers approach problem di-

agnosis, starting with broad strokes and drilling down to specifics, making it a

very natural extension of the techniques we have developed for localization. Since

traces are a rich data source that can capture a wide range of contextual infor-

mation, we would intuitively expect adding more information to produce better

results. Iterative localization can improve localization in two ways by a) Providing

more context that helps to eliminate some possible actions, thereby streamlining

localization and b) Providing more specificity on where action is to be taken.

A natural question to ask is: Why not localize the incident by including all the

information from the traces in one step? It turns out that including all the infor-

mation in one step can distract from effective localization by producing irrelevant

results, since each field added increases the cardinality of the space. Furthermore,

since trace data can include a lot of context, they can be quite dense. Filtering

traces by the results of prior localization reduces the data that would need to be

processed at each step.

Iterative localization consists of multiple steps, adding more information at

each step to improve the result. Figure 6.12 illustrates the process, which consists

of projection, filtering, and localization. It also presents two examples of outputs

produced after projection to different sets of fields and filtering by prior results.
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Projection and Filtering Localization

Prior localization
result or empty set

Result

Svc1:
Op1

Svc2:
Op2

Svc3:
Op3

{(Svc1, Svc2),
(Svc1, Svc3)}

Project to service names
No prior results

Project to service and
operation names

Select only tuples
such that service names 
of both tuple elements in 

{Svc1, Svc2}

{(Svc1:Op1, Svc2:Op2)}

Projection and filtering examples and 
corresponding trace transformation

Figure 6.12: Iterative localization cycles through projection, filtering, and lo-
calization. We use ACT for localization, but projection and filtering can produce
different results depending on the choice of fields to project down to and the re-
sults of prior localization. Two such examples are shown here.

Such projection, filtering, and localization can be repeatedly applied to obtain

a solution containing targeted fields effectively. In our work, we first localize

using only service names and subsequently add operation names and status of

calls for more specific localization for the applications we consider. For a different

application, other fields may be more appropriate. The fields chosen for iterative

localization and the order in which they are explored require domain expertise

and impact the results obtained.

We use sample open-source microservice applications [51] that encode failures

previously described as having occurred in various production systems and gather

traces both from steady state operation and after triggering the bug. First, we

show how iterative localization can be used to streamline localization using a

bug in the fallback path as an example. The bug is as follows: When the app-

server attempts to write to db-primary and fails, it then attempts to write to
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Missing Additional

app-server_HTTP GET

db-primary_/read db-secondary_/read

app-server_HTTP POST

db-primary_/write/urls/<url> db-secondary_/write/urls/<url>

Missing Additional

app-server_HTTP GET

db-primary_/read db-secondary_/read

app-server_HTTP POST

db-primary_/write/urls/<url> db-secondary_/write/urls/<url>

Missing Additional

app-server

db-primary db-secondary

Figure 6.13: Shows the sequence of results produced by iterative localization
for an example bug in the fallback path - when db-primary fails, db-secondary
is invoked, but the call fails because of the lack of write permissions. The result
of subsequent localizations are informed by and improve upon results of prior lo-
calizations. Legend: Dashed lines represent calls. Gray nodes represent a service
or service:operationname that was in a successful execution but not in an unsuc-
cessful execution; blue nodes represent the reverse. Finally, a green dashed line
indicates a successful call while red indicates an unsuccessful call.

db-secondary, which also fails. Requests start failing en-masse and unexpected

behavior is observed. We now present a series of results produced by iterative

localization. As can be seen from the topmost result in Figure 6.13, we first

determine that db-secondary is being called in the unsuccessful executions where

db-primary was invoked in successful executions, so the next step is to compare

calls to db-primary and db-secondary. In subsequent localizations, we observe that

both read and write calls are made to db-primary and db-secondary in successful
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and unsuccessful executions respectively, but based on the success or failure of

individual calls (green represents success and red represents failure), engineers

would also be able to deduce that the write call for db-secondary is the proximal

cause of failures. Thus, in this instance, the addition of operation names and

status of calls to service names helped streamline localization.

Missing

app-server

requestmapper db-primary

Missing

app-server_HTTP GET

requestmapper_/urls/<url> db-primary_/read

app-server_/urls/<url>

app-server_HTTP POST

Figure 6.14: Shows that even when iterative localization does not streamline
results, it can add specifics that help engineers take action. In this case, the bug
is that the call to requestmapper was critical but not recognized as such and an
RPC failure from app-server to requestmapper caused failure of the request as a
whole. Legend: Dashed lines represent calls. Gray nodes represent a service or
service:operationname that was in a successful execution but not in an unsuccess-
ful execution

Iterative localization can also be used to obtain more specifics on where action

is to be applied. Here, we will use a bug triggered by an RPC failure as an

example. The bug is as follows: The RPC call from app-server to requestmapper

failed and since this call was critical, but not recognized as such, its failure led

to overall failure of the request and this pattern was repeated across requests.

Since the call from app-server to requestmapper failed, the subsequent call from

app-server to db-primary was never made. As we can see from Figure 6.14, based

on the traces, it appears that the failure arises due to one or both missing calls
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from the app-server service. By adding operation names, we are able to see the

specific operations on the two services that are missing. Services can be associated

with many operations. Therefore, identifying missing calls to specific endpoints is

very useful. In this case, engineers will need to check two calls: (app-server:GET,

requestmapper/urls/<url>) and (app-server:GET,db-primary/read).

We have illustrated by example that iterative localization is useful for stream-

lining results of prior localization as well as adding more specificity to the results

obtained. Our preliminary results are promising and there are several directions

for future work. One is to extend the current work to a large scale setting and

evaluate the quality of results obtained. Another direction is to evaluate the vari-

ous trade-offs in iterative localization - additional time for iteration and improved

efficiency by reducing data processed versus additional traces required to achieve

the same results, for example.

We have shown how having different observability signals from systems can in-

fluence which problems are solved. With Nemo, we explored the limits of our

approach in a perfect information scenario for debugging systems. While most

large systems today do not gather perfect information, many produce distributed

traces, making ACT highly viable. Since collecting and maintaining perfect infor-

mation at scale is challenging and cost prohibitive, building system observability

(traces that are more fine-grained with richer context, for example) that can solve

a variety of problems by varying their level of detail can be extremely powerful.

In iterative localization, we relaxed the constraint that projects down information

in traces to only service or component names. We continue this theme in the next

chapter in which we describe nascent work in identifying instances of common

design patterns based on empirical observations.
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Chapter 7

Identifying Distributed Systems

Behaviors

It is common practice to build microservices using well-understood design pat-

terns [90–94]. Examples include patterns for caching, fallbacks, and retries. A

fallback, if configured, is invoked after an initial call to a service fails. Similarly,

when the requested data is not found in the cache, a cache miss occurs and an

additional call to the database is made. While patterns for fallbacks or caches are

well-understood, their instantiation for a particular system is typically unknown.

Mining design patterns is an active area of research and has applications in

program comprehension, feature identification, feature extraction, and assessing

software quality. Instantiations of application-level patterns can also be used

for debugging behavioral and performance issues. Recent work explores mining

the architecture of microservice applications based on their Kubernetes deploy-

ments [95] to test if applications adhere to microservice design principles and to

refactor them as necessary.

While most prior work has focused on finding instances of such patterns by

analyzing source code via static and dynamic analysis [96–100], there is a missing
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piece - finding patterns in source code does not guarantee that the system be-

haves as programmers intend them to. Additionally, engineers may not recognize

instances of design patterns due to the scale and constantly evolving nature of

systems, exacerbating the problem.

To gain confidence that systems behave as expected, we look for instances of

design patterns in observations of executions. In our work, we consider patterns

that arise from communication between participants in distributed executions.

To find such instances of design patterns, we need to reason in aggregate across

many executions. For example, when two services occur in mutually exclusive

executions, we can only identify this pattern by observing pairs of executions.

Additionally, observing many executions allows us to trim false positives. If we

postulate that service X and Y occur in mutually exclusive executions and subse-

quently observe a single execution containing calls to both service X and service Y,

the instance is disqualified and not returned as a result that matches the pattern.

Our key insight is that, after factoring out application-specific details, query-

ing observations of executions allows us to match templates of design patterns

to their instantiations across different applications. Application experts select

and transform fields from traces into sets of tuples that are loaded into database

tables based on a predefined schema. Then, pattern experts write SQL queries

that are run against a database containing trace data from many executions. We

describe our methodology in detail in the next section. We find instances of com-

mon design patterns - caching and fallbacks in sample microservice applications

(HipsterShop [101], Deathstarbench [73], and applications from the Filibuster [51]

corpus). Our preliminary results are promising and warrant further work in this

space. In Section 7.1, we present our methodology with the fallback pattern as

an example and discuss the system requirements that need to be satisfied for
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Figure 7.1: (a) represents common design patterns such as fallbacks and caching
effects, where the red and green arrows represent failed and successful calls re-
spectively. The dotted lines represent a service to which a call was attempted, but
the message was dropped or lost in transit. (b) is an example trace taken from a
real production system

our techniques to apply. In Section 7.2, we discuss our results and Section 7.3

highlights the applicability of our methodology to different problem domains.

7.1 Methodology

In our work, we focus on detecting two patterns in distributed execution traces:

fallbacks and caching effects, templates of which are represented in Figure 7.1 (a).

A fallback may be invoked in two main contexts. When a call returns an error in

response to which the caller then makes a call to a different service, which can be

observed by looking at a single execution. In the template, potential fallbacks are

identified by a failed call from service A to service B, followed by a successful call

from service A to some other service, B’, at a later time.

Alternatively, a fallback may be invoked when a call is dropped or lost in

transit and triggers a timeout on the caller, which then makes a call to a different

service. For this type of behavior, we need to look at at least two execution traces
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to confirm that this effect is indeed a fallback. In this template, the first successful

execution contains a successful call, made from service A to service B. Contrast

this with another successful execution, in which service A attempts to call service

B but fails. Later, service A successfully calls service B’. Either call can occur,

but not both, and it may be the case that neither of them occur.

We are also able to differentiate between cache hits and misses when observing

executions. A cache hit occurs when a service attempts to retrieve data from cache

and the data is present. A cache miss occurs when the data is not present in the

cache, and the service must then retrieve data from the database at a later time.

The basic template for cache miss is similar to fallback in single execution, but

no call failures occur - instead, data is not found so more operations are needed

to retrieve data.

While these patterns are simple, looking for them in practice is difficult, as

distributed traces are often very large. Figure 7.1 (b) is a real (anonymized) trace

from a production system. Since the templates of patterns we would like to find

are small compared with individual traces, matching templates to instances of

their occurrence manually is impractical. Next, we describe our methodology to

automatically find instances of patterns.

Our methodology to discover instances of patterns has two phases: an appli-

cation specific phase to normalize trace data, and a query phase, which returns

pattern instances. In the first phase, an application expert identifies the fields

in the trace which need to be selected, transformed or discarded. Application

experts always select fields such as service names, operation names, and error

codes, but these may be named differently in various applications. Fields corre-

sponding to service instance names, method names, file or line numbers may also

be selected depending on the data recorded in the traces and the pattern whose
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Inputs: Traces 
from many 
executions

Select and 
transform fields Apply SQL query

Intermediate 
data format

Output: 
Instances of 

pattern

create view fallbacks
 select b.c_from, b.c_to, r.c_to
  from result r, badgraphs b 
   where r.graph = b.graph
   and b.c_from = r.c_from
   and b.c_to != r.c_to
   and b.status = ‘fail’; 

service:id,
operation:id,
start_time:
  index_of

service: id,
operation:id,
status:
start_time:
  index_of,

Map1
Map2

lambda x: ‘unknown’ 
if status_code = -1
‘success’ if 
status_code = 0
‘fail’  
otherwise

Figure 7.2: System workflow showing the steps in our methodology with a run-
ning example. The id in the mappings corresponds to identity, which means that
the fields are retained as-is. index_of indicates that the start time is converted
into a logical time and we have also shown how status code is mapped to one of
three strings.

instantiations we are attempting to discover. A database containing normalized

data corresponding to the set of executions is produced as output.

For example, all applications analyzed in this work utilize Jaeger tracing [34].

We have found that mining patterns in Jaeger traces requires selecting the service

name, operation name, and status code labels, and transforming timestamp labels

to logical time. Transformation of timestamp labels is encoded in the “index_of"

function shown in Figure 7.2 (Map2). Applying this mapping to all traces studied

prepares them for further analysis in the subsequent phases. Application-specific

expertise is required to write mappings for other applications to uncover these

same patterns. We process the transformed trace data and load information about

each event and call in each trace in the corpus into SQL tables. The result is a

normalized data format which allows us to easily execute queries in the next phase.

In the second, query phase, a pattern expert writes queries in SQL to identify
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the patterns we are interested in from sets of traces such that the same query can

be applied to processed trace data from different applications. For example, the

fallback in a single execution can be identified by a failed call from service A to

B followed by a later successful call from A to B’. A SQL query can identify this

by selecting pairs of events with the following characteristics: exactly one failure

and one success as sibling nodes, in which the failure occurs temporally before the

success. A snippet of this query is shown on the extreme right in Figure 7.2.

To find instantiations of design patterns in traces of executions, we require that

any pair of system executions is differentiated by at most one change, for a given

set of executions. In our setting, a single change translates to failure of a call or

crash of a service instance. This requirement is necessary since different changes

can interact with each other leading to false positives that we cannot disambiguate.

To satisfy this requirement, we are exploring a framework that runs end-to-end

tests repeatedly in a staging environment killing a process, injecting delays or

mocking failures in different runs. Our framework also corrects for false positives

as a result of non-deterministic effects of executions by witnessing traces of many

executions and ordering results by decreasing frequency of their occurrence.

For our analysis, we consider sample microservice applications integrated with

distributed traces - HipsterShop, Deathstarbench and applications in the Fili-

buster corpus. In the next section, we discuss our experimental methodology as

well as preliminary results that identify potential fallbacks and caching effects in

different applications.

7.2 Evaluation

To find instances of fallbacks and caching templates in different applications,

the set up consists of a few steps. First, we configure and run applications so that
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traces of executions are captured. Secondly, we identify functional tests to run or

APIs to invoke that exercise desired functionality. We run the functional test or

invoke the API at least once to capture traces during normal operation. Finally,

we trigger fallback or caching behavior in applications via injecting crash faults

or mocking errors in responses and run the functional test again, analyzing traces

captured from executions during normal system operation and when different

faults are injected.

Table 7.1: Instances of patterns in different applications

Fallback 1 Fallback 2 Caching
Hipstershop ✓ ✓
Cinema-6 (Filibuster) ✓ ✓
Netflix (Filibuster) ✓ ✓
Expedia (Filibuster) ✓ ✓
Deathstarbench ✓

In our setting, we have configured applications to send traces to Jaeger. As

discussed in the previous section, we select the service name, operation name,

and status code labels from each trace, and transform timestamp labels to logical

time. Keeping these mappings fixed, we write different queries for each template

we want to identify. As can be seen in Table 7.1, we found evidence of the two

fallback patterns in several applications in the Filibuster corpus and were also

able to confirm that the fallbacks we added programmatically to Hipstershop

were discovered by our queries in executions. We also found evidence of caching

effects in Deathstarbench executions captured by crashing instances of different

caches and invoking specific APIs that reveal cache hits and misses.
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7.3 Discussion

Our work in mining specific, common design patterns from distributed traces

is unique, efficient, and covers a space of distributed design patterns research that

is less explored in previous work. The system behaviors identified in this work

can have a variety of applications, most notably in building domain knowledge,

feature development, and debugging behavioral and performance issues. Some

examples are:

1. If we determine that some service X can serve as a fallback for both Y and Z,

but a fallback has not yet been configured for Z, developers may configure X

as a fallback for Z as well. Alternatively, if Z fails, traffic may be temporarily

redirected to X to keep the system functional.

2. If an increase in cache misses is observed at the same time as a performance

regression, investigating the cache would be a good place to start.

3. Finding examples of anti-patterns can help engineers proactively identify

and fix issues before they cause a failure.

Retries follow a similar template to fallbacks within a single execution, except

both calls are to the same destination, with the earlier call having failed. However,

when querying for this pattern, we found that retries are observed when errors

propagate up the trace graph when a fallback is invoked not by the immediate

caller, but a service higher up. We speculate that retries that occur independently

of fallbacks could represent an anti-pattern, especially if the retry is to the same

service instance as the failed call.

Our first phase requires that application experts select and transform fields

in traces to obtain a common set of labels that can be queried; a manual and
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tedious process. We posit that we can address this issue by automating the map-

ping process shown in Figure 7.2. These mappings are simple examples of trace

abstraction, in which the size and complexity of traces are reduced by eliminating

low-level details and preserving causal relationships and necessary information for

trace comprehension. Successful usage of trace abstraction would allow our tool

to tolerate variations in traces across applications and discrepancies within traces

due to non-deterministic effects. A trace abstraction-like approach has been used

to mine patterns from traces to account for dynamic program behavior [96]. We

seek to develop a unified approach to trace abstraction in future work.

In this chapter, we have described our techniques to identify instances of design

patterns. We have employed these successfully to identify potential fallbacks and

caching effects in several different applications. As discussed previously, finding

these provides some evidence that the system functions as expected and has a

variety of applications in building domain knowledge, feature development, and

debugging. Future work in this space involves identifying and writing queries for

more such patterns and anti-patterns as well as evaluating our techniques in a

larger setting. Automatically finding mappings in the application-specific phase

to reduce manual work for application experts is a challenging direction of future

work as well. In the next chapter, we conclude by summarizing our findings in

the previous chapters and describing several directions for future work.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

In the previous chapters, we have shown how we can understand, improve,

and troubleshoot systems by asking and answering questions of observations of

system executions. Further, we have shown how the choice of data format - data

provenance and distributed traces - dictates the problems that can be solved.

Data provenance represents a perfect information scenario and having access to

provenance graphs allows us to explore the limits of problems that can be solved.

Distributed tracing has seen increased adoption in industry and solutions that use

traces need to address challenges of using observations from real systems.

There are several avenues for future work. Relaxing our assumptions can bring

to the fore challenging problems:

• Input generation: A variety of approaches to input generation and test gen-

eration (KLEE [102], Quickcheck [103]) are available. Since some fault toler-

ance bugs in distributed systems are triggered only by specific interleavings

of inputs and fault events; eg. Zave’s counterexamples to the correctness

invariants for Chord [104], work that co-optimizes the search through faults

and inputs is an interesting direction for future work.
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• Non deterministic scheduling orders: Verification techniques such as model

checking - particularly the software model checkers capable of verifying real

implementations - are ideally suited for reasoning about bugs triggered by

non-deterministic scheduling orders. Recent work on semantic-aware soft-

ware model checkers (e.g. SAMC [105]) is particularly encouraging. How-

ever, these tools require encoding domain knowledge about any indepen-

dence and symmetry characteristics to dramatically reduce the state space

under consideration. Such a process supports the efficient exploration of

the system execution behaviors dependent upon complex patterns of faults

and orderings. Combining an approach like LDFI [15] that builds models of

domain knowledge with tools such as SAMC would allow us to reason about

failures at the intersection of partial failure and asynchrony.

• Gray failures: In Chapter 6, we troubleshoot bugs that arise from crashes

and message drops. However, gray failures are increasingly common [18,106].

Consider, for example, a call between instances of A and B fails for some

inputs. In this scenario, it will be the case that the call from A to B is

missing in some percentage of traces. Developing techniques to diagnose or

localize gray failures is an important direction of future work.

In the long run, we would like to unify the techniques used for incident lo-

calization and debugging. This requires rich observability - fine grained traces

rich in context would be an example. We can then envision applying the same

techniques to different views of the observations and solve different problems. We

see two obvious sub-problems that need to be addressed to do so. First, in most

of our work, we have projected down to service name and file:line numbers. In

the later chapters, we have relaxed this to include operation names and status of

calls. However, traces can contain an arbitrary number of fields and one direction
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of future work would be to determine which projections retain useful information

about the causality of event interactions that can be used in solving distributed

systems problems. Second, in Chapter 6, we presented some initial results with

respect to the usefulness of iterative localization. Evaluating this for large scale

systems and combining it with identifying useful projections would be the first

step towards an unified approach to troubleshooting distributed systems.

In Chapter 7, we have highlighted the wide applicability of identifying dis-

tributed systems behaviors and described how we do so via SQL queries. We

observe, however, that system topologies are broadly fixed and industry standard

best practices follow set templates. Furthermore, services and their fallbacks serve

“essentially” the same function in the context they are invoked. While a call to

a cache or the underlying database may differ in performance, they both are ex-

pected to return values that are generally consistent with each other. Recent

work [107,108] has explored the use of word embeddings in the context of graphs.

Since DAGs are the most general representation of traces, natural language pro-

cessing techniques represent a powerful alternative to identifying template instan-

tiations that is worth exploring.

In the introduction, we presented anomaly detection and debugging perfor-

mance failures as examples of problems that could be addressed via querying

system observations. Although some prior work exists in this space - Sifter [109]

performs anomaly detection with distributed traces as inputs to achieve represen-

tative sampling of traces and Zeno [44] has introduced the concept of temporal

provenance to diagnose performance problems - these problems are far from solved

and would benefit from work in this space.

With the ubiquity of distributed systems, the adoption of the public cloud

and the heterogeneity of software solutions, peeking into or modifying system
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components may be challenging. As a result, asking and answering questions over

unmodified system observations is uniquely suited to solve distributed systems

problems in this setting. In this thesis, we have demonstrated the suitability of this

approach by developing techniques that successfully address three such problems

subject to our constraints - exploring the fault tolerance space, troubleshooting

systems and identifying behavior patterns in distributed systems executions. We

are hopeful that our work will pave the way for research into other problems that

may be solved via querying system observations.
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